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Dr. Ameenah invites KCCI to participate in ‘Pakistan Week’ in Mauritius
President of the Republic of Mauritius, Dr. Ameenah Gurib-Fakim
has said that the Mauritian government plans to organize
‘Pakistan Week’ in Mauritius between 14th to 21st August which
will be a highly symbolic event, coinciding with national day of
Pakistan.
Exchanging views at a meeting with a delegation of Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) during her visit to
Karachi, the Mauritian President invited KCCI to participate in
Pakistan Week in Mauritius which will also provide an
opportunity to sign the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
between the Karachi Chamber and Mauritius Chamber. “The
signing of MoU will send a very strong signal that our two
countries are keen to work with each other for the betterment of
both of our economic indicators”, she added
Ministry Counselor Mauritius Mr. Lam Chiu Yee, Head of
Department-Board of Investment Mauritius Mrs. Nirmala Jeetah,
Secretary General of Mauritius Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Mr. Raju Jaddoo, President Mauritius-Pakistan Joint
Business Council Shezad Ahmed, High Commissioner of
Mauritius in Pakistan Yusuf Elahee and Honorary Consul General
of Mauritius in Karachi Sohail Yasin Suleman accompanied the
Mauritian President during her meeting with KCCI delegation.
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli, Vice Chairmen BMG & Former Presidents KCCI
Tahir Khaliq, Haroon Farooki and Anjum Nisar, President KCCI
Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President KCCI Zia
Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif,
Former Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil, Mian Abrar Ahmed, Haroon
Agar, Abdullah Zaki and Iftikhar Ahmed Vohra along with KCCI
Managing Committee members were also present at the meeting.
President Ameenah further informed that this was her fourth visit
to Pakistan and first visit as the Head of State. She said that the
Pakistani business community can benefit from the location of
Mauritius, which is at the crossroad, by entering into new
business ventures.
She was of the opinion that although the two countries have been
enjoying good relations and the situation in Pakistan was
generally getting better but the trade figures are not matching
and not really reflecting the reality of what can happen.
Commenting on her last two days experience in Pakistan, the

Mauritian President said that there was a lot of vibrancy in
Pakistani businesses and they were impressed to see the quality
of products being produced in Pakistan. “Mauritius is in the
Indian Ocean and we are a good gateway to Africa for these high
quality products being produced in Pakistan”, she added.
Dr. Ameenah said, “Although conversation of Government-toGovernment (G2G) and Business-to-Business (B2B) are taking
place but I think now it’s time to move to People-to-People (P2P)
which is how we will be able to make a difference.”
Speaking on the occasion, Chairman Businessmen Group &
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli said that the visit of
Mauritian President to Karachi would surely help in exploring
ways and means of how to enhance trade and bring the business
communities more close to each other.
He was of the opinion constant exchange of trade delegations
and trade promotional activities in both countries would result in
improving trade ties between the two countries.
He informed the Mauritian President that the Karachi Chamber’s
Research & Development Cell has been carrying out extensive
research by effectively monitoring the trade trends in more than
200 countries around the world including Mauritius, which are
updated on regular basis. The special reports on the impact of
Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs) and Free Trade Agreements
(FTAs) with friendly countries and other trade-related data is

TALK OF
THE MONTH
near Do Talwaar.
I would like to pay glowing tribute to the
Chairman Businessmen Group (BMG) and
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, who
introduced transparent policies at KCCI and
ensured strict implementation of the same
during the last 18 years of BMG’s tenure, which
led to transforming KCCI from a bankrupt
organization in 1998 to a financially stable and
self-sustainable organization today, enabling us
to purchase property from our own resources at
one of the posh and easily accessible location in
Clifton.
Dear Members
It gives me immense pleasure to inform
you that the Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry has attained a
remarkable milestone recently by taking
possession of the property, which has
been purchased from Chamber’s own
financial resources for setting up KCCI’s
Grand Building in the vicinity of Clifton

Thanks to BMG’s Clear Policy of Public Service,
the Karachi Chamber has become a vibrant
platform not only for the Business and Industrial
Community but also for all the citizens of
Karachi who are fully assisted with an intention
to get any of their genuine issue resolved on
priority basis.
I would like to bring it to your knowledge that it
is our intention to establish a grand building in

regularly being maintained and updated by KCCI’s R&D Cell which
can also be used for identifying hurdles and the possibility of
enhancing trade.
Earlier, while welcoming the Mauritian President, President KCCI
Younus Muhammad Bashir appreciated the support and
cooperation being extended by the Mauritian government to
Karachi Chamber through the Embassy of Mauritius in Pakistan
and its honorary Consulate in Karachi.
Commenting on Pakistan-Mauritius trade and economic relations,
he pointed out that during Fiscal Year 2015, Pakistan exported
goods worth $36.23 million while its imports stood at $5.63
million, which was an issue. “Although the potential to enhance
trade between the two countries exists but it is not reflecting in
the trade volume. In this regard, more aggressive strategy along
with collective efforts are needed to improve trade and investment
ties between the two countries”, he advised, adding that through
effective analysis and utilization of trade promotion platforms, the
bilateral trade can be increased.
He said that KCCI wants to promote business, mutual
understanding and friendly relations between the business
communities of Pakistan and Mauritius. “We also want to
promote Mauritian investment in Pakistan and do everything for
the development of Pakistan–Mauritian business cooperation”, he
added.

Clifton where all facilities will be made available
and we will particularly focus on providing
efficient services to members through maximum
use of state-of-the-art technologies under one
roof in a friendly and professional atmosphere. I
am fairly optimistic that the construction work
for the building will be completed in the next
three years and we will inshallah move to a more
spacious location, which will be easily accessible
to visitors.
Now let me highlight some other major
important meetings and events held last month.
A delegation of Karachi Chamber met the
President of Republic of Mauritius Dr. Ameenah
Gurib-Fakim during her recent visit to Karachi.
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former
President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice Chairmen
BMG & Former Presidents KCCI Tahir Khaliq,
Haroon Farooki and Anjum Nisar, President KCCI
Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice
President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Former
Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil, Mian Abrar Ahmed,
Haroon Agar, Abdullah Zaki and Iftikhar Ahmed
Vohra along with KCCI Managing Committee
members were also present at the meeting. It
was a very fruitful discussion with the Mauritian
President who highly appreciated the significant
role being played by Karachi Chamber in the

economic development of Pakistan. I would like
to inform you that during the said meeting, Dr.
Ameenah formally invited the Karachi Chamber
to participate in ‘Pakistan Week’ which is
scheduled to be organized in Mauritius in the
month of August 2016 and we will, inshallah,
take a delegation in this event to represent
Karachi city.
Moreover, another landmark was achieved by the
Karachi Chamber recently when a Memorandum
of Understanding was inked between Karachi
Chamber and British Business Center to enhance
cooperation. The MoU was formally inked at the
British Deputy High Commission by myself and
CEO of British Business Center, Ms. Malahat
Awan in presence of Governor Sindh Dr. Ishrat ul
Ebad Khan, British Deputy High Commissioner
John Tucknott and Chairman Businessmen
Group & Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam
Teli whereas Vice Chairman BMG and Former
President KCCI Anjum Nisar, Senior Vice
President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Former
Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil, M. Haroon Bari,
Khalid Firoz, Majyd Aziz, Mian Abrar Ahmed, M.
Haroon Agar, Abdullah Zaki, and Iftikhar Ahmed
Vohra along with KCCI Managing Committee
members and other prominent business figures
were also present on the occasion. I am

Continued to page 34
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KCCI’s Proposals to be incorporated in budgetary measures: Siraj Teli
Haroon Akhtar Khan, Advisor to Prime Minister on Revenue, while
discussing KCCI’s Budgetary Proposals for the fiscal year 2016-17,
stated that the government and its economic managers are focused on
presenting a budget for fiscal 2016-17 with a clear objective to spur
economic growth, encourage investment in industries, ensure ease of
doing business and broaden the tax base through creation of a
business friendly environment.
Exchanging views with a delegation of Karachi Chamber of Commerce
& Industry (KCCI) led by Siraj Kassam Teli, Chairman Businessmen
Group and former President KCCI at a meeting held at FBR House in
Islamabad, Haroon Akhtar assured that KCCI’s proposals have
received serious consideration by the FBR and the Ministry of Finance
which will be incorporated in the budgetary measures as far as
possible.
KCCI delegation also comprised Vice Chairmen BMG and former
Presidents Tahir Khaliq and Haroon Farooki, President KCCI Younus
Mohammad Bashir, Former Senior Vice President Mohammad Ibrahim
Kasumbi and Chairman GST Sub-Committee of KCCI Shoaib A. Faridi.
The KCCI delegation and the team of FBR officials discussed KCCI
proposals point by point and each side presented its point of view on
each proposal to develop a consensus on various measures which
must be taken to evolve a growth oriented and business friendly
budget for the year 2016-17.
Nisar Mohammad Khan, Chairman Federal Board of Revenue (FBR), in
his remarks, appreciated the efforts made by KCCI to present
comprehensive and detailed proposals for the budget 2016-17,
incorporating a broader cross-section of trade and industry.
He also assured the KCCI delegation that the proposals of KCCI are
receiving due consideration and importance it deserves because it
represents the views and feedback of the largest tax-payers body in
Pakistan.
Chairman FBR assured that the proposal regarding changes in law are
being considered seriously right now to incorporate it in the proposed
legal changes in Sections 8A, 14, 21, 26, 40, 40B & 45B, and those
which are about non-implementation of procedures and law, misuse
of discretionary powers, misinterpretation of law, will be discussed in
a separate meeting at Karachi Chamber after the budget.
Terming it a good news, Chairman FBR informed that Alternate
Dispute Resolution Committee (ADRC) is being reintroduced with
certain improvements which will certainly bring better results,
favoring the trade and industry. He also informed that SRO No.
647(I)/2007 dated 27-7-2007 & SRO 1125(I)/2011 and Sales Tax
Special Procedure (Withholding) Rules 2007 will also be made more
rationalized.
Speaking on the occasion, Siraj Kassam Teli, Chairman BMG and
former President KCCI stated that although the issues are discussed,
but no implementation was seen during the past many years. He
highlighted the issues and problems being faced by trade and industry
due to the unfettered discretionary powers conferred in the taxation
laws including Sales Tax Act 1990, Income Tax Ordinance 2001,
Customs Act 1969, Federal Excise Act, SROs, CGOs, Rulings, Special
Procedures and large number of administrative changes, making it
extremely cumbersome to conduct business.
He emphasized that these powers are generally misused by the field
formations and officers of Inland Revenue to harass the taxpayers,
extortion and corruption. These laws have been a major irritant in the
way of broadening the tax base due to fear of harassment.
Siraj Teli emphasized that these laws should be deleted or amended in
such a manner that these are not abused by the field formations and a
parallel accountability be incorporated at both ends.
He reminded the FBR team that a Taxation Reforms Commission was
formed two years ago by the government to review the entire taxation
regime and remove the irritants, curtail discretionary powers and align
the tax regime with the long term economic goals of Pakistan. All
stakeholders were invited to participate in the reform process and
after painstaking work for over a year, recommendations of the
commission were presented to the government for implementation.
However unfortunately, these recommendations seem to have been
ignored while preparing the previous national budget which is
incomprehensible. He emphasized that the recommendations of TRC
must be incorporated in the forth-coming budget.
He further said that KCCI has prepared its budget proposals after
getting the feedback and suggestions from over 22000 members from
trade and Industry with an objective to stimulate economic growth
and broaden the tax base.
Speaking on the occasion, Vice Chairman BMG & Former President
KCCI Haroon Farooki sought federal government’s intervention in
resolving the issues being faced by indenters due to imposition of 14

percent sales tax on indenting businesses by wrongly considering
their business activity as a service. Chairman FBR assured the
delegation that FBR will issue the required clarification in this regard.
Referring to imposition of 8 percent withholding tax on 12 services
sectors last year, Haroon Farooki said that the issue was immediately
taken up with the government which resulted in bringing down this
withholding tax to 2 percent which should be brought down further to
1 percent in the forthcoming budget as turnover tax.
Haroon Farooki said that a massive amount of working capital has
been blocked in pending refunds while a slowdown in global economy
has severely impacted the export sector. In this scenario, the
upcoming budget must provide the much needed relief to industry in
general and export sectors in particular, he added.

On the occasion, Younus Mohammad Bashir, President KCCI
highlighted the role of Karachi’s business community in contributing a
major percentage of tax revenue despite working in a hostile and
insecure environment of Karachi.
He said that the industry is suffering from high cost of doing business
caused by enhanced cost of electricity, gas, water and unfavorable
taxation policies.
The meeting concluded on a positive note with each side having the
opportunity to present its views and with a desire to continue the
exchange of views prior to the presentation of budget as well as to
have a post budget discussion.

KCCI not to support any move to extend Office Bearers’ tenure
Business & Industrial Community to strongly protest amendment in relevant section of TOO 2013: Siraj Teli
The leadership of Businessmen Group & Office Bearers of the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI), while highly criticizing
the Directorate General of Trade Organization (DGTO) over its move to
seek proposal from Chambers/ trade associations about extending
Office Bearers’ tenure from one to two years, categorically stated that
the Karachi Chamber, being the largest & Premier Chamber of
Pakistan, is not in favor of extending the tenure of Office Bearers of all
Trade Bodies from one to two years.

Teli stated that the business and industrial community of Karachi will
strongly protest the proposed amendment in relevant section of Trade
Organization Ordinance 2013 which will not be accepted at any cost.
He said that this was not the right way to make amendment in Trade
Organizations Ordinance as the repercussions of such amendment
should be extensively discussed by convening a meeting which must
be attended by all stakeholders.

12

In a statement issued, Chairman Businessmen Group & Former
President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice Chairmen BMG & Former
Presidents KCCI Tahir Khaliq, Zubair Motiwala, Haroon Farooki and
Anjum Nisar, President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice
President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan and Vice President KCCI Muhammad
Naeem Sharif stated that only those trade bodies/ associations which
were being run by unscrupulous elements will support such an unjust
extension so that they could get maximum time to attain their
personal goals.
It is pertinent to mention here that Deputy Director DGTO Arshad
Nawaz, in a communiqué, requested all trade bodies, including
Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associations across Pakistan, to
give their feedback on a proposal received from different trade
organizations to extend tenure of Office Bearers from one year to two
years. Seeking feedback within seven days from trade bodies, Deputy
Director DGTO said that the proposed amendment in Sub Section (1)
of Section 11 of Trade Organizations Act 2013 is required to extend
the tenure of office bearers of all trade organizations from one year to
two years.
The Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry immediately
submitted its deep reservations to DGTO in which they warned that in
case the tenure of Office Bearers is extended, experienced and
dedicated persons will desist from holding this important Office as
nobody can afford to hold the Office Bearers’ slots for an extended
period of two years at the cost of their personal business activities.
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam

BMG Leadership and KCCI Office Bearers pointed out that in the
present circumstances, many capable businessmen are reluctant to
spare even a period of one year for holding the office as it is a fulltime job which interrupts/ disturbs their personal business activities.

They said that the Office Bearers sacrifice their businesses and even
their personal life for a period of one year to effectively serve the
business and industrial community without any financial benefits. Any
attempt to enhance the tenure from one year to two years, will surely
discourage many dedicated and intellectual businessmen to take over
this important position, leaving enough vacuum for unscrupulous
elements to benefit from the situation and resulting in sabotaging the
credibility and performance of many trade associations/ Chambers of
Commerce.

They requested the Federal Minister of Commerce Khurram Dastgir
Khan not to pay heed to any demand pertaining to irrational extension
in tenure of Office Bearers as this unjust demand was only being made
by those elements who simply want to stay in control for a maximum
period in order to attain their personal objectives. Such elements are
purely incompetent and they will never work in the interest of
business and industrial community, they added.

They further mentioned that becoming an Office Bearer of Chamber of
Commerce and any trade association is a highly reputable and equally
responsible position which demands extraordinary efforts and
extreme sincerity. Hence, any unwise move in this context will create
multiple problems not only for the business and industrial community
but also for the government as misrepresentation at such important
positions will prove to be detrimental for the concerned trade body
and for the economy, they warned.
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13th MY KARACHI

Sindh Govt. appreciates Karachi Chamber’s efforts to promote image
Sindh Minister for Industries and Commerce, Muhammad Ali
Malkani, while welcoming Karachi Chamber’s effort to promote
positive image of the city through My Karachi Exhibition, said
that peace has prevailed in the city thanks to Karachi Operation
under the supervision of Sindh government. The situation was
much better as compared to what it was in the past when
curfews, strikes, killings and other crimes etc. were a routine.
Although the federal government committed to grant billions of
rupees when Karachi Operation started but to date, they have not
granted anything and the Operation was being carried out from
Sindh government’s own resources, he added while speaking at
the inauguration ceremony of 13th My Karachi-Oasis of Harmony
Exhibition 2016 at Expo Center.
Deputy Speaker Sindh Assembly Shehla Raza, Sindh Minister for
Environment and Coastal Development Authority, Dr. Sikandar Ali
Mandhro, Vice Chairmen Businessmen Group & Former
Presidents KCCI Tahir Khaliq, Zubair Motiwala and Anjum Nisar,
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President
KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Naeem
Sharif, Chairman Special Committee for My Karachi, Muhammad
Idrees, Vice Chairman Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Former Presidents
KCCI AQ Khalil, Haroon Agar, Abdullah Zaki and Iftikhar Ahmed
Vohra along with Diplomats from numerous countries and KCCI
Managing Committee members were also present on the
occasion.
Referring to concerns expressed by President KCCI over poor
performance and lack of resources in Police Department,
Muhammad Malkani admitted that the Sindh government was
well aware of the issues and was trying to resolve the same.
He said that the Sindh government has been struggling really
hard for its rights, including the province’s right to its own
resources and allocation of more funds by federal government
for development work but unfortunately, it seems that the federal
government was more focused on carrying out development
work in Punjab only and has been ignoring Sindh. Despite limited
financial resources, Sindh government has undertaken
development projects and they were standing shoulder-toshoulder with the business community of Karachi and the people
of Sindh.
Speaking on the occasion, Sindh Minister for Environment and
Coastal Development Authority, Dr. Sikandar Ali Mandhro stated
that because of the sacrifices made by officials of Law Enforcing
Agencies, the city has come out of disaster and it was high time
to look forward and forget arguing over the past. “We have to
make coordinated efforts to improve the image of Karachi and we
have to struggle very hard for the rights of Sindh”, he added.
He said that keeping in view the mammoth contribution of 65
percent revenue by Karachi and also under the Constitution of
Pakistan, it was Sindh province’s right to demand enhanced
share in income and resources which must be granted so that
new development projects could be initiated across the province.

Vice Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI
Zubair Motiwala, in his remarks, stated that drastic changes have
been witnessed in the overall law and order situation of Karachi
since 2004 when KCCI started My Karachi Exhibition which
began from just two halls and has now expanded to all six halls
of the Expo Center.
He said that despite tough time, the business and industrial
community exhibited resilience by densely participating in My
Karachi Exhibition in order to promote the positive image of
Karachi and tell the world that cowardly acts cannot shake the
business and industrial community of Karachi.
Zubair Motiwala was of the view that despite serious law and
order issues in the past, the Karachi city continued to play lead
role in the economic development of the country and the city has
been contributing 65 percent revenue which means a total
contribution of Rs2,000 billion to the national kitty.
The business and industrial community of Karachi was willing to
contribute even more but the federal and provincial government
must ensure an enabling business environment which, if
provided will surely ensure Progressive and Productive Pakistan,
he added.
Earlier President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, in his
welcome remarks, said that ‘13th My Karachi - Oasis of Harmony
Exhibition 2016’ was a well-recognized and biggest exhibition of
the country, which reflects the true image of Pakistan.

He said that this year’s My Karachi Exhibition has once again been
staged in a glittering manner and was an attempt to promote the
positive image of Pakistan and Karachi, besides focusing on
clarifying many misconceptions about the overall security
situation of Karachi.
He also paid glowing tribute to Sindh government, Rangers and
Police officers for restoring peace in the city by undertaking
Karachi Operation which has yielded positive results as far as the
incidents pertaining to target killings, kidnapping for ransoms,
demand for extortion and other heinous crimes were concerned
however, the issue of street crimes was still a very serious threat
which needs to be effectively addressed.
He was fairly optimistic that if due attention was given to Karachi,
the city was capable of emerging as one of the most peaceful and
secure cities of the world.
Younus Bashir also underscored the need to devise a clear
strategy focusing on ensuring long lasting peace in every nook
and corner of Karachi city. He stressed the need to implement
across-the-board reforms in police department because it was the
police department which will ultimately have to take control of the
security situation of Karachi on successful completion of Karachi
operation.
The first and foremost step in the right direction will be to
depoliticize police department, followed by intense training, strict
vigilance, provision of necessary gadgets, arms, ammunition,
bullet proof jackets & vehicles and complete transformation of
police stations as per international practices, he added.

Referring to KCCI’s Proposals for Sindh Budget 2016-17, the
Minister advised KCCI to further discuss these proposals with
Sindh government so that they could be better understood and
incorporated in the forthcoming budget.
Deputy Speaker Sindh Assembly Shehla Raza, in her remarks,
said that the Karachi Chamber has certainly exhibited patriotism
by constantly promoting the positive image of Karachi through
My Karachi Exhibition.
Referring to the Metro Bus Service and other development
initiatives in Punjab, she said that all these development works
were being carried out as the Federal government has been
giving extraordinary attention to Punjab whereas Sindh was
being neglected.
She said that although the 18th Amendment was passed to
transfer powers to provinces but unfortunately, many points in
the Amendment have still not been implemented by the federal
government. In order to ensure total implementation of 18th
Amendment in letter and spirit, Shehla Raza sought business
community’s support so that the federal government could be
urged to fully implement the 18th Amendment.
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13th My Karachi – Oasis of Harmony continues to receive dense public
- Commissioner Karachi tours exhibition, appreciates KCCI’s efforts to promote positive image of city
Commissioner Karachi Asif Hyder Shah visited the 13th My
Karachi – Oasis of Harmony Exhibition which continued to
receive thousands of Karachiites on second consecutive day of
the exhibition.
Besides touring all six halls at the Expo Center, Commissioner
Karachi also distributed KCCI shields amongst prominent
exhibitors of My Karachi Exhibition during his visit to various
stalls. He highly appreciated the efforts being made by the entire
team of Karachi Chamber and the exhibitors towards promoting
the positive image of Karachi by holding such a glittering event in
a vivid manner.
President KCCI, Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice
President KCCI, Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI,
Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Chairman Special Committee for My
Karachi Exhibition, Muhammad Idrees and KCCI Managing
Committee members accompanied Commissioner Karachi during
his tour of the exhibition.
Besides Commissioner Karachi, the mega event of 13th My
Karachi Exhibition has so far been visited by many dignitaries
including MNA Dr. Farooq Sattar, Additional IG Mushtaq Maher,
Ambassador of Romania Emilian Ion, US Consul General in
Karachi Brian Heath, Consul General of Indonesia Hadi Santoso,
Consul General of Italy Gialunca Rubagotti, Consul General of Sri
Lanka H.M.B. Herath, Consul General of Switzerland Emil Wyss,
Consul General of Russia Oleg N. Avdeev, Consul General of
Thailand Suwat Kaew Sook, Consul General of Turkey Murat M.
Onart, Commercial Counselor of Turkey Murat Mustu, and many
others.
Thousands of families continued to pour into the Karachi Expo
Center throughout the day where Karachi Chamber’s 13th My

Karachi – Oasis of Harmony Exhibition is currently underway, which
will conclude on Sunday.

President KCCI, Younus Muhammad Bashir, while commenting on the
progress of My Karachi Exhibition, stated that they have received

overwhelming response from people belonging to all
walks of life who highly appreciated KCCI’s efforts
towards organizing this lively event which has provided
Karachiites an opportunity to spend some good time with
their families and shop in a secure atmosphere.
He said that the plant of My Karachi – Oasis of Harmony,
which was garnered by BMG Chairman and Former
President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli in 2004, has grown into
a huge tree and has succeeded in attaining the objective of
promoting the positive image of Karachi which can be
gauged from immense participation of diplomats at the
exhibition who highly appreciated KCCI’s efforts.
He said that the bustling activities continued on second
day as Karachiites continued to gather at the Expo Center
to witness a wide range of products and services
showcased at the exhibition by local and foreign
exhibitors.
Younus Bashir particularly appreciated the efforts made
by officers of Law Enforcing Agencies who tried their best
to ensure fool-proof security at the exhibition.
KCCI Office Bearers and Managing Committee members
remained fully engaged on second day of My Karachi
Exhibition by closely supervising activities at all halls of
the Expo Center while stringent security measures were
taken by deploying police, rangers and private security
guards with a view to ensure that no unpleasant incident
occurs during the event.
Special pavilion for Women Entrepreneurs along with
other recreational facilities including the Food Court and
Birds & Pet Show outside the Expo Center were also
widely appreciated by the visiting families and they also
welcomed KCCI’s initiative to set up the dedicated
Designers Lawn Fabric Pavilion, which caught everyone’s
attention.
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13th MY KARACHI – OASIS OF HARMONY CONCLUDES SUCCESSFULLY
My Karachi 2017 to particularly focus on Gwadar Port, CPEC: Zubair Motiwala
Next year’s My Karachi Exhibition to be staged on April 7, 8 & 9: Younus Bashir
Vice Chairman Businessmen Group (BMG) & Former President
KCCI Muhammad Zubair Motiwala and President KCCI Younus
Muhammad Bashir have said that the immense participation of
foreign diplomats and exhibitors at 13th My Karachi-Oasis of
Harmony Exhibition clearly indicates that this exhibition has once
again succeeded in attaining the prime objective of promoting the
positive image of Karachi.
Addressing a press conference to mark the closing of 13th My
Karachi-Oasis of Harmony Exhibition, they announced that next
year’s 14th My Karachi-Oasis of Harmony Exhibition will also be
held with same zeal and enthusiasm on April 7th, 8th and 9th,
2017 at Karachi Expo Center.
Consul General of Switzerland Emil Wyss, Senior Vice President
KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Naeem Sharif,
Chairman Special Committee for My Karachi Exhibition
Muhammad Idrees, Former Senior Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Ibrahim Kasumbi, Former Presidents KCCI Abdullah
Zaki and Iftikhar Ahmed Vohra, Deputy Chairman Special
Committee for My Karachi Exhibition Shamim Ahmed Firpo and
KCCI Managing Committee member were present on the
occasion.
Vice Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI
Zubair Motiwala, while terming Gwadar Port and China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor as most significant projects, informed that
Karachi Chamber will now be focusing on how the business and
industrial community of Karachi can benefit from these mega
projects. In this regard, KCCI, in its 14th My Karachi Exhibition
next year, will be setting up a special pavilion to highlight the
potential and raise awareness about opportunities to be available
on completion of Gwadar Port and CPEC projects.
To a query, Zubair Motiwala informed that the federal government
was invited to participate in 13th My Karachi – Oasis of Harmony
Exhibition but nobody from federal government showed up to take
ownership of My Karachi Exhibition. He was of the opinion that
the Federal Government must come forward to participate in this
exhibition and they were welcome to take the ownership of My
Karachi Exhibition as done by the Sindh government which would
surely encourage the business and industrial community of
Karachi to strive even more for promoting the positive image of
Karachi, besides making this exhibition an international event.
He said that My Karachi was constantly being staged for the past
13 years with a view to promote the positive image of Karachi and
the overwhelming participation of foreign diplomats in this
exhibition has paved way for attaining this objective.
Speaking on the occasion, Consul General of Switzerland highly
appreciated KCCI’s efforts to promote the positive image of
Karachi through My Karachi Exhibition and the same was also
being done by the Swiss Consulate by spreading the message to
the world through its social media pages.
Earlier, President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, in his remarks,
paid glowing tribute to all BMGIANs, media and exhibitors for
proactively supporting My Karachi Exhibition to make it yet
another resounding success. He said that the initiative was taken
13 years ago by BMG Chairman and Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli to counter the negative propaganda about Karachi city
by western media who portrayed the entire Karachi as an unsafe
place to visit which was not factual at all. With the passage of
time, the exhibition has prospered very well and the dense
participation of foreign diplomats was a testimony of improved
security situation of Karachi. This year’s exhibition has also
succeeded in spreading the message of love, affection and peace
in Karachi, he added.

environment where they could buy goods at subsidized rates and
we work only for the welfare of business and industrial
community. We are not a politically affiliated entity. We strongly
condemn the political party’s move to remove KCCI’s banners
from Teen Talwar and defame KCCI through social media”, he
added.
He said that Karachi has been giving stalls at subsidized rates to
encourage women entrepreneurs and it has also been giving many
stalls to other deserving people so that they could be able to earn
something from this exhibition. Younus Bashir was of the opinion
that the success of My Karachi Exhibition can be gauged from the
fact that the bookings for next exhibition commences immediately
upon completion of the exhibition and many exhibitors pre-book
their stalls for next year.
Appreciating the efforts made by Sindh government, Rangers and
police under Karachi Operation, he said that the business and
industrial community of Karachi has finally taken a sigh of relief
due to improved security situation but still lot more needs to be
done to ensure long-lasting peace across the city.
He stressed that the Karachi Operation must continue until the city
is completely cleansed from criminals whereas the business and

industrial community of Karachi will not accept any halt or
reshaping of Karachi Operation which will once again plunge this
city into the darkness of terrorism and lawlessness.
Younus Bashir also underscored the need to depoliticize police
department and make it capable enough to maintain peace of the
city on completion of Karachi Operation as it was the police
department which will ultimately have to take charge of security
situation. “In this regard, the police officers should be stringently
trained and well-equipped with necessary gadget, bullet proof
jackets and vehicles etc. so that they could rapidly respond in case
of any untoward incident”, he added.
Speaking on the occasion, Chairman Special Committee for My
Karachi Exhibition, Muhammad Idrees said that My Karachi
Exhibition was constantly being staged since past 13 years but
they have never witnessed such a dense participation of foreign
diplomats and exhibitors.
He also paid glowing tribute to BMG leadership, KCCI Office
Bearers, Managing Committee members, Former Presidents,
exhibitors and media for extending unconditional support to My
Karachi Exhibition which has become the largest exhibition of
Pakistan.

He said that the exhibition was being organized without any
commercial objective however, a political party attempted to
defame KCCI just a day before the commencement of My Karachi
Exhibition which was highly unfair. Referring to KCCI’s banner
displayed at Teen Talwar, he said that the reason for displaying
these banners was to ensure maximum participation of
Karachiites only who enter the exhibition free-of-charge. “Our
intention is to provide Karachiites a pleasant and secure
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DESCENDING EXPORTS

KCCI President appeals Govt. to withdraw GIDC, 23 percent increase in gas tariff

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI)
Younus Muhammad Bashir, while expressing deep concern over
descending exports and the reports of further increase in Gas Tariff
from July 1, 2016, appealed the government to immediately withdraw
Gas Infrastructure Development Cess (GIDC) from the date it was
implemented and also withdraw the recently implemented 23 percent
increase in gas tariff in order to save Pakistan’s exports from further
deterioration.
In a statement issued, President KCCI warned that if appropriate
steps were not taken on war footing basis, there will be further
decline in terms of exports, especially in the value-added sector.
He was of the view that the industries in Sindh were being penalized
in terms of tariffs as the industries in North have been receiving gas
at a much lower price (RLNG).

percent lower as compared to Pakistan which has been reduced
further by 20 percent, bringing gas tariffs down to around Indian
Rs321/ MMBTU whereas in Pakistan, the gas tariff stood at an
exorbitant level of Rs488 plus GIDC of Rs100 and 23 percent
increase in tariff, escalating it to Rs700/MMBTU, which indicates a
difference of around 56 percent.
“It is needless to mention that other challenging aspects remain
unresolved including zero rating of export oriented sectors,
resolution of pending Sales Tax Refunds, resolution of DLTL claims,
Customs Rebates and other pressing problems which have already
enhanced our cost of manufacturing”, Younus Bashir added.

Younus Bashir requested the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Resources and the Ministry of Finance to seriously look into the
production and exports, particularly in the Textile Sector that has
gone down by 14 percent which is very alarming.

He urged Prime Minister Mian Nawaz Sharif, Federal Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar and Federal Minister for Petroleum and Natural Resources
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi to immediately withdraw GIDC from the date it
was implemented and also withdraw 23 percent increase in gas
tariffs in order to create an enabling environment for Pakistani
exporters who have been facing stiff competition and find it very
difficult to stay afloat due to high cost of manufacturing.

He said that the business and industrial community of Karachi has
been agitating and informing about the descending exports which
has been occurring neither because of the inferior quality nor
because of the quality of raw material but merely because of the fact
that the cost of manufacturing was too high as compared to the
neighboring countries.

He said that although the exporters were compelled to sell under
durance with a Stay Order from the court of law in both the
implications (GIDC and 23 percent increase in gas tariff) but there is
a hanging sword which has taken away the peace of mind of the
exporters and while entering into export agreement with foreign
buyers, this factor becomes the biggest hindrance.

Referring to a recent announcement by the Petroleum Planning and
Analysis Cell of Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Government
of India, President KCCI informed that they have announced a
reduction of 20 percent from April 1, 2016 to September 30, 2016
and the new rate of US$3.06/MMBTU on Gross Calorific Value (GCV)
basis has been notified by the Indian government which will bring in
more competition and will result further decline exports of Pakistan.
It is pertinent to mention that the Indian gas tariff rate was already 8

“Most of the exporters are confident that the decision would come
into their favor and their sale minus the impact of GIDC and 23
percent increase in gas tariff would become a positive decision”.
President KCCI further said that the government must understand
that the recent announcement was having a serious impact on the
exports because the international petroleum prices have gone down
by less than one-third so the foreign buyers demand reduction in
prices which they do get from India and Bangladesh and these

governments take proactive decisions in light of declining petroleum
prices to support their exports.
Expressing surprise over the announcement pertaining to gas prices
being revised upward, President KCCI advised the government to
avoid doing so and appealed to immediately announce withdrawal of
GIDC and 23 percent increase in gas tariff. “This is the right time to
bring down gas prices in line with the International Petroleum Prices
as gas is also a source of energy. Well-head prices from where the
government procures the gas is calculated on the basis of WACOG
(Weighted Average Cost of Gas) and in the current scenario of
petroleum prices, it is directly linked with international crude oil
prices, which means the government is getting gas at cheaper prices
from the well-head companies so it must pass on the benefits to the
industries to make them viable against the competing countries”, he
added.
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KCCI, British Business Centre ink MoU for optimum development of trade relations
The Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) and the
British Business Centre Pakistan have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) to further advance relations between both
entities, promote economic cooperation and ensure optimum
development of trade relations between UK and Pakistan based
companies.
The MoU was signed by President KCCI Younus Muhammad
Bashir and Chief Executive Officer of British Business Centre, Ms.
Malahat Awan in presence of Governor Sindh Dr. Ishrat ul Ebad
Khan, British Deputy High Commissioner John Tucknott,
Chairman Businessmen Group and Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli, Vice Chairman BMG Anjum Nisar, Senior Vice
President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Former Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil, M.
Haroon Bari, Khalid Firoz, Majyd Aziz, Mian Abrar Ahmed, M.
Haroon Agar, Abdullah Zaki, and Iftikhar Ahmed Vohra while KCCI
Managing Committee members and other prominent business
figures were also present on the occasion.
According to MoU, the Karachi Chamber and British Business
Center have agreed to encourage, promote and facilitate effective
cooperation in the areas of trade, investment, technology transfer
and related economic and industrial activities by establishing
effective communication between member companies of both the
organizations with particular reference to the private sector.
Speaking on the occasion, Governor Sindh Dr. Ishrat ul Ebad
Khan termed the signing of MoU between KCCI and British
Business Center as a “significant and very important” event
which would help in furthering relations between the two
countries.
Referring to Siraj Teli’s remarks, Governor Sindh said that
Karachi city has undergone rollercoaster ride in the past but they
courageously faced all the issues and during the last three years,
they have remained engaged in Karachi Operation to ensure
peace all over the city. “We have come a long way and all these
activities of signing MoUs and other similar events clearly
indicate the achievements of Karachi Operation”, he added.
“Prosperity cannot be achieved unless we have peace”, he said,
adding that the development work which remained halted for the
past at least 5 years, has been started by undertaking some mega
projects in Karachi, particularly the work on completion of Liyari
Expressway.
“We have firm resolve that we will go very hard against all kinds
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of criminalities, all kind of disturbances
and all kind of mafias as we are
determined to have a peaceful and stable
Karachi”, he added.
Chairman Businessmen Group and
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam
Teli, in his remarks, stated that the
establishment of British Business Center
in Karachi will go a long way because of
the fact that UK and Pakistan were in
business since the inception of Pakistan
and it was heartening to note that more
than 100 companies from UK were
successfully doing business in Pakistan.
He was of the view that the British
Deputy High Commission has chosen
the right way by signing this MoU with
Karachi Chamber of Commerce &
Industry which is the largest chamber of
Pakistan in terms of membership as well
as revenue and business. “Even if the
memberships of all Chambers of
Commerce
across
Pakistan
are
consolidated, it will not be equivalent to
the membership of KCCI. The Karachi
Chamber is a place where we are
working with all tiers of the government
including local government, Sindh
government and Federal government
with an intention to fully assist the
business and industrial community of
Karachi”, he added.
Siraj Teli said that Karachi, being one of the largest city of the
country spread on an area of more than 3500 square kilometers,
is commonly known as business and industrial hub of Pakistan
but we strongly believe that ‘Karachi is Pakistan’ and there is no
Pakistan without Karachi as everything going to the rest of the
country moves from Karachi.
On the occasion, Siraj Teli also paid glowing tribute to Governor
Sindh Dr. Ishrat ul Ebad Khan for his absolute support to Karachi
Chamber’s initiatives since 2004 when KCCI decided to organize
My Karachi – Oasis of Harmony. “It is encouraging for all of us
that out of 13 My Karachi Exhibitions held so far, Governor Sindh
has participated in at least 8 exhibitions and has always

supported KCCI and the business and industrial community of
Karachi”, he added.
British Deputy High Commissioner in Karachi, John Tucknott
MBE, while welcoming the guests, said, “The UK already enjoys a
strong relationship with Pakistan in the key area of prosperity. The
British Business Centre’s goal is to contribute to an increase in
bilateral trade and investment, in line with the commitments made
by Prime Ministers David Cameron and Nawaz Sharif when they
met in London in April 2014.”
“We welcome the support that the Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry is extending towards the Centre in order to help
achieve this goal”, he added.
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Glimpses of MoU inked between Karachi Chamber, British Business Center

TEXPO PAKISTAN
President of the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Younus Muhammad
Bashir presenting Chamber’s
crest to President of Kano
Chamber of Commerce,
Industry, Mines and Agriculture,
Umar Farouk, who led a
Nigerian delegation during its
visit to KCCI

Senior Vice President of the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry Zia
Ahmed Khan presenting Chamber’s crest to
Mr. Tomomichi Honda who led a Japanese
delegation during its visit to KCCI
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The 18th Amendment:
How much has Sindh benefitted?
who else ought to be better aware of the development needs of each area than its own
elected representative? But how effective has the 18th amendment actually been 5 years
after its enforcement? Has it been able to realize its objectives? Has it been able to bring
peace and prosperity to the citizens of Sindh province and an improved business climate
to the businessmen of the province? Let us cast a glance on the state of affairs in Sindh
post the 18th amendment and on some issues which have marred the overall devolution
process.
High allocation to education in Sindh, yet an increase in illiteracy
Sindh has been continuously increasing its expenditure on education over the years
(from 4.59% of total expenditure in FY10 to 19.86% in FY16). For FY16, PKR 12.84Bn
have been allocated to the sector as development capital expenditures against PKR
4.8Bn in FY10 (budget prior to the 18th amendment), a growth of 167%. Further, the
growth in the current revenue expenditures for education is 10 times higher as PKR
144.7Bn have been allocated in FY16 as compared to paltry PKR 10.4Bn in FY10,
recording cumulative growth of 1300%!! And just how effective has this allocation
been? Lamentably, literacy rate in Sindh has actually declined to 56% in 2014 (last
available figure) from 59% in 2010. Primary, secondary and technical education remain
immersed in lethargy. Ghost schools abound and continue to increase, where teachers’
salaries are more often than not paid to cronies of feudal landlords as illiteracy continues
to rein supreme, thus creating ideal grounds for terrorism to grow. Imposed illiteracy is
also a key factor which prevents the rural masses from breaking free from the traditional
stranglehold of the feudals.
Has 571% increase in current health expenditure improved health?
In the same vein, the health sector has been allocated a development amount of PKR
12.41Bn in FY16 as against PKR 4.34Bn in 2010, an increase of 186%. Budgeted current
revenue expenditure on health has been increased by 571% to PKR 54Bn from PKR 8Bn
in FY2010. But it is seriously doubtable whether this huge increase in health allocation
has effectively translated into a better health scenario across the province.
How effective is PKR 120Bn in improving law and order in Karachi?
The 18th Constitutional Amendment was passed in April 2010 with the aim of providing
more autonomy to the provincial governments of Pakistan. The change received wide
political support as it had met some of the long standing demands of the provinces for
higher self-sufficiency. As a consequence, 17 ministries (education, social welfare and
special education, tourism, special initiatives, population planning, local government and
rural development, Zakat and Ushr, youth affairs, livestock and dairy development,
culture, food and agriculture, sports, environment and health, women development,
minorities’ affairs, and labor and manpower) were abolished at the federal level in 2011
and their responsibilities were transferred to the provinces.

Expenditures for maintenance of law and order and public security in Sindh have risen
drastically by 324% from PKR 28Bn in FY10 to PKR 120Bn in FY16B. Although peace in
Karachi is gradually improving over the last year or two, the city had to face a torrid time
post implementation of the 18th amendment, when the provincial govt. was virtually
helpless in the face of organized crime. The federation often has to remain a silent
spectator amid deteriorating law and order situation by maintaining that this is a
provincial subject. Even now there is an element of friction between the federal and
provincial govts. over how to handle security in Karachi.

A key reason for the move was inadequate attention given to the transferred sectors by
federal govts. in the past, and the devolution meant to bring governance in these sectors
much closer to the people so that unabated development could take place. In the
process, Pakistan became the 2nd country in the world (after Canada) not to have an
education ministry at the center. The 18th amendment also transferred the prerogative of
collection of sales tax on services to the provinces.
Under the 7th NFC Award effective from FY11, the provincial share of the federal divisible
pool was increased from 46% to 57.5% resulting in a greater share of the total spending
moving from the federal to the provincial level. According to the formula for the
allocation of shares to the provincial governments by the federation, the highest weight
was given to population (82%) followed by poverty or backwardness (10.3%), revenue
generation (5%) and inverse population density (2.7%). As per this criteria, Punjab gets
the lion’s share of 51.74% of the total provincial share, followed by Sindh getting
24.55%, while KPK and Baluchistan get shares of 14.62% and 9.09% respectively.
Taken together, constitutional reforms under the 18th amendment and the 7th NFC award
represent steps in the right direction with major potential benefits. Provinces have been
allowed more control of developments in their own jurisdictions, thereby granting them
the freedom to spend more in areas or sectors which require the most spending. And
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in 1HFY16 is 33% higher than corresponding period of last year.
However, none of this high revenue benefits the business community of Karachi and
Sindh, nor does it result in any significant betterment in the weakening infrastructure of
the province and its capital.
SRB was envisaged to be the primary source of collection and monitoring of all the tax
revenue functions in Sindh, yet no other tax is assigned to it apart from sales tax
collection as all other taxes are collected through the traditional Excise & Taxation
Department that is infested with inefficiency and corruption. Collection of agricultural
income tax and other land taxes is with Board of Revenue (BoR), the oldest taxation
department. Tax collection by Sindh could have been much better had sincere efforts
been made by the govt. to merge the three departments into an automated single entity
to make tax collection efficient.
NFC criteria needs to be applied to Karachi as well

Conflict of federal and provincial laws and jurisdictions
As was feared right at the onset, the 18th amendment has created a situation where
federal laws are contradicting with provincial laws and issues of jurisdictions over tax
applicability have arisen. The federal government has imposed capital gain tax (CGT),
which experts opine is the sole prerogative of the provinces. The Sindh govt. rues that
there are many financial recoveries which come under the ambit of the Sindh
government under the 18th amendment, but are still being charged by the federal
government. For instance, it claims that the right to charge Federal Excise Duty (FED) on
services lies exclusively with the provincial govt., as is the collection of Zakat.

There is also a dire need to apply the NFC criteria, used for allocation of resources to the
provinces, to cities within the Sindh province itself. The resultant rationalization in
budgetary allocations would ensure that Karachi gets its due share of resources which it
urgently needs to improve on its crumbling infrastructure and civic facilities. With the
NFC criteria in place, Karachi would comfortably and justifiably have access to more than
60% (PKR 107Bn for FY16) of the Sindh development allocations, due to it being the city
with the highest population, highest revenue generation, and extreme poverty with more
than 560 Katchi Abadis.
Staying in the EU GSP – Not without due attention to labor issues

Indifference of provinces in levying progressive taxes

Pakistan’s preferential access to the EU under the GSP+ scheme is under threat due to
non-compliance with multiple conventions, including those of labor rights, as stipulated
under the scheme. Although the portfolio of labor and manpower has been shifted to the
provinces, grant of provincial status to all labor laws, which was to be achieved in June
2011, remains incomplete. Bills on six labor laws have been put up at the Sindh
Assembly for passing them as laws including the Sindh Bonded Labor System
(Abolition), Sindh Payment of Wages, Sindh Factories, Sindh Terms of Employment
(Standing Orders), Sindh Workers Compensation, Sindh Companies Profits (Workers’
Participation) and Sindh Minimum Wages Bill of 2015. Nonetheless, the provincial and
national governments need to expedite the necessary legislations to remove
discrepancies with the ratified ILO Conventions under GSP. Adoption of necessary
measures to strengthen institutional mechanisms to promptly address violation of
workers’ rights and implement labor laws to arrest widening gaps in establishing decent
work is urgently needed.

In terms of taxation as well, provincial govts. have largely been reluctant towards
genuinely broadening the tax, and moving towards a direct and progressive tax system
after the 18th amendment. Instead of reducing dependence on the federal government,
provincial reliance appears to have increased. The detrimental factor in all provincial
revenue collection is the lack of political will to tax the affluent sector, especially
agricultural land lords and urban immovable property.

At the same time, the federal govt. must also recognize that it does not stand absolved of
its responsibilities to oversee implementation of the 8 labor related conventions
stipulated under the GSP+ scheme, and that the matter should not be totally left over to
the provinces to handle at their own discretion. GSP+ has been granted to the nation as a
whole and not individually to the provinces, and that the federal govt. has an integral role
to play in this regard.

Tax on agri income, still a distant dream

Trickledown effect of devolution still non-existent

Politically savvy mighty landowners, through the 18th constitutional amendment, have
actually deprived the legislatures from levying wealth tax on their colossal immovable
property, and on their heavy agricultural incomes. In fact, provincial powers to tax
agriculture income, capital gains and services present a significant roadblock to tax
reforms. Estimates suggest that the agri income tax can help generate up to PKR 250Bn
for the exchequer. However, provincial govt.’s have times and again refrained from taking
an initiative on the subject with the result that this very important sector contributing
21% to national GDP remains virtually exempt from tax.

Interestingly, an earlier World Bank policy paper has criticized the 18th amendment on
the many complexities it has created due to its jurisdictional issues. In fact, it goes on to
say that the amendment has the potential to create a ‘jungle of confusion’, resulting in
higher transaction costs for citizens and businesses. Provincial powers to tax agricultural
income, capital gains and services present significant roadblocks to tax reforms.
Nonetheless, the paper stresses that the amendment must not be considered as a total
solution to Pakistan’s governance woes; it must be seen as only the first, incomplete
step towards reforming governance in the country, and that to complete the process,
more fundamental reforms are needed, so as to ensure that the public sector effectively
serves most of the public interests.

From another perspective, the federal government is reportedly exhibiting reluctance in
transferring the responsibilities of some important institutions like the Employees Old
Age Benefit Institute (EOBI) to the provinces, especially in the wake of the provinces’
shortcomings in building their capacity for handling such socially important portfolios.
Complexity of jurisdictions is also evident in labor related cases in courts in Sindh,
where many employers have challenged the applicability of federal laws to provinces, as
the provincial govt. has not yet brought about the relevant changes in the labor laws as
was required in the aftermath of the 18th amendment.

To cite an example, before the budget for FY15 was presented in the Sindh provincial
assembly, there was a whiff that agricultural taxes in the form of a Minimum Income Tax
(MIT) and Agriculture Income Tax (AIT) would be enacted through amending the Sindh
Agriculture Income Tax Act 1994. Not so surprisingly, there was no mention of the tax
when the budget was announced and the issue was pushed to the back burner, yet again.
Good SRB performance of no avail to Karachi and its businesses
Sindh has the distinction of being the first province in Pakistan to establish an automated
revenue collection authority in 2011 in the form of Sindh Revenue Board (SRB) for
collection of taxes by the provinces. The Sindh Revenue Board (SRB) has been the star
performer in terms of revenue collection as it managed to collect PKR 109Bn against
budgeted revenue target of PKR 107Bn in FY15 and revenue collection of PKR 28.45Bn

Hence, although there is a general consensus on the theoretical efficacy of the 18th
amendment over the decentralizing of powers from the center to the province, fixing
more responsibility to the provinces in generating their own revenue and making the
provinces directly accountable for their spending while simultaneously moving the onus
of better governance to them, the trickledown effect of this vertical devolution to the
masses is largely missing. Fiscal and policy controls still rest with the provincial
legislatures and executives, while good governance has not been passed to the grass
roots i.e. district, union council and municipal levels so far. Thus how effective the 18th
amendment has been till yet in bringing a better governance and hence a better life for
the citizens of Pakistan is a contentious issue, and needs to be pondered over.
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Czech Ambassador for exploring ways & means to enhance collaboration

Ambassador of Czech Republic in Pakistan, Jan
Fury has underscored the need to explore ways and
means of how to further enhance collaboration and
bring the business communities of Czech Republic
and Pakistan closer to each other. “We have to
improve communication between the business
communities of the two countries”, he stressed.
Exchanging views during his visit to the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI), the
Ambassador said that trade volume between the
two countries was low but it has been gradually
improving since 2013 which was a good sign. “Lot
of potential exists to raise the current trade volume
through collective efforts from both sides and we
must do more”, he added.
Honorary Consul General of Czech Republic in
Karachi Ahmed Ansari, President KCCI Younus
Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President KCCI Zia
Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Muhammad
Naeem Sharif, Former President KCCI Majyd Aziz
and KCCI Managing Committee members were also
present at the meeting.
Czech Ambassador further advised the Business
and Industrial community of Karachi, which is the
financial and economic hub of Pakistan, to focus on
diversifying their exports as currently textile
products were mostly being exported to Czech
Republic. In this regard, the business community of
Karachi can consider exporting food and agricultural
products as well whereas they can also benefit from
the high-quality electronics, heavy machineries and

IT services & technologies being offered by Czech
Republic.
He also stressed the need to focus on improving
Pakistan’s image in order to attract maximum
number of Czech investors in this region. Efforts
must be made towards improving the image of
Pakistan which holds good culture, historical
civilization and beautiful sceneries. “All this needs to
be shared with the world in order to attract
businesses”, he added.
Referring to recent visit of a small delegation from
Czech Republic which was in Karachi to attend an
exhibition, Jan Fury informed the meeting
participants that a delegation comprising Pakistani
businessmen and industrialists will also be visiting
Czech Republic later this year to look for
possibilities of enhancing trade. He also extended
full support and cooperation to the business
community in benefitting more from the GSP Plus
Scheme granted by the European Union.

He said that both countries have greater potential of
cooperation in the fields of electronics, technologies
and energy which should be explored for the mutual
benefits. Czech Republic is an export-oriented
country having an edge in manufacturing of
mechanical, industrial and technological goods.
Pakistan can look for importing such items from the
country, President KCCI noted, adding that the
production of technologically sophisticated goods,

such as communication devices, electronic products
and a wide range of private and public vehicles were
also the strength of Czech Republic where the two
countries can collaborate.
He mentioned that Pakistan and Czech Republic
have trade and economic cooperation in various
fields, which can be further strengthened to its true
potential by improving investment and business
relations. “KCCI wants to promote business, mutual
understanding and friendly relations between the
business communities of Pakistan and Czech
Republic. We also want to promote Czech
investment in Pakistan and do everything for the
development
of
Pakistan–Czech
business
cooperation”, he added.

Earlier while welcoming the Ambassador of Czech
Republic, President KCCI Younus Muhammad
Bashir said that KCCI was keen to strengthen trade
ties and exploring new bilateral trade prospects with
Czech Republic as Pakistan’s improved relations
and enhanced trade with the business and industrial
community of Czech Republic would surely prove to
be very fruitful for both the economies.
Commenting on Pakistan-Czech Republic’s trade
and economic relations, he pointed out that the
bilateral annual trade between the two countries

Senior Vice President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Zia
Ahmed Khan presenting Chamber’s crest to Commercial Counselor of
Pakistan’s Embassy in Kuwait Agha Saeed Ahmed, who led a Kuwaiti
delegation during its visit to KCCI on Friday.
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was around $60 million during FY15, of which
Pakistan exported goods worth $39 million while its
imports stood at $20 million. “Although the potential
exists but the existing trade volume is not reflecting
the same”, he added.
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Kenyan HC for raising trade volume in between US$1 to US$2 billion in next couple of years

High Commissioner of Republic of Kenya, Professor Julius Kibet
Bitok has said that trade volume between Pakistan and Kenya
currently stood at around US$600 million but there was a huge
potential and efforts must be made from both sides to increase
the existing volume to somewhere in between US$1 to US$2
billion in the next couple of years.
“In this regard, the business communities of both sides need to
be encouraged and we must focus on trade delegations’ visits
along with participation in trade fairs in order to attain positive
results”, he added.
Exchanging views with KCCI Office Bearers and Managing
Committee members at a meeting during his visit to the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI), the High
Commissioner added that Pakistan and Kenya have been enjoying
cordial relations which were mainly driven by improved trade from
Karachi which was the focal point between the business
communities of the two countries.
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President
KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Naeem
Sharif, Honorary Consul General of Kenya Muhammad Hanif
Janoo, Former SVP KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo and KCCI
Managing Committee members were present at the meeting.

Underscoring the need to diversify exports, Kenyan High
Commissioner said that currently trade between the two countries
remains limited to traditional items only as Kenya has been mostly
importing Basmati Rice from Pakistan whereas Pakistan usually
imports Tea from Kenya. He said that Pakistani business
community can also benefit from Kenya’s strategic location which
gives easy access to different markets in Tanzania, Uganda,
Rwanda, South Sudan, Mozambique and many other important
countries in the region.
Extending full support and cooperation to the business and
industrial community of Karachi in facilitating their visits to Kenya,
he said that many Pakistani have been living and successfully
doing business in Kenya. “We are very much available with a view
to build strong bilateral relations between the business
communities of the two countries”, he added.
He also invited the Karachi Chamber to participate in Nairobi
International Trade Fair scheduled to be organized in Nairobi from
September 29th to October 5th, 2016 in which exhibitors from
many countries around the world will also be participating. He
said that this exhibition displays a wide spectrum products and
services and it will certainly be an effective platform for promoting
Pakistani products in the African region.

Earlier, President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, in his welcome
remarks, stated that Karachi offers immense opportunities for
undertaking joint ventures to Kenyan business community who
must enhance their linkages with the Business and Industrial
Community of Karachi.
He said that Karachi Chamber was keen to strengthen trade ties
and exploring new bilateral trade prospects as huge potential to
further enhance bilateral trade relations exist between the two
countries. “Pakistan can export its pharmaceutical and surgical
items, sport goods and farm machinery whereas our exporters can
also approach the Kenyan market of 150 million people for
increasing exports of Knitted and Non-Knitted Articles of Apparel
and Accessories”, he added.
He pointed out that during Fiscal Year 2015, Pakistan exported
goods worth $286 million to Kenya whereas its imports stood at
$278 million, depicting a trade volume of around US$600 million.
Younus further underscored the need to improve Chamber-toChamber linkages, encourage trade promotional activities,
undertake trade and investment delegations’ visits and organize
trade fairs and exhibitions etc. in both countries which would bring
the business communities of Pakistan and Kenya closer.

KCCI takes possession of property in Clifton
Construction work for setting up KCCI’s grand building to start soon: Siraj Teli
The Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) has
achieved a significant milestone by taking possession of a
property situated in the vicinity of Clifton after fulfilling all the legal
formalities including payment of stamp duty, registration fee and
capital value tax etc.
To commemorate the purchase of property for setting up KCCI’s
Building, a simple yet impressive ceremony was held at KCCI’s
existing building in which the Registry Documents were formally
inked by the Secretary General KCCI SMH Rizvi and the seller
Ahmed Kulli Khan Khattak in presence of Registrar, BMG
Leadership, KCCI Office Bearers and Managing Committee
members.
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli, Vice Chairman BMG & Former President KCCI
Haroon Farooki, President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir,
Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Former Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil, M.
Haroon Bari, Haroon Agar and Abdullah Zaki, Former SVPs KCCI
Abdul Majeed Memon, Shamim Ahmed Firpo and Muhammad
Ibrahim Kasumbi, Chairman of KCCI’s Special Committee for My
Karachi Exhibition Muhammad Idrees and KCCI Managing
Committee members were present on the occasion.
It is pertinent to mention that Karachi Chamber initiated a deal in
the month of January 2016 for purchase of a 2596 square yard
land valuing Rs428.34 million situated near Do Talwar for
construction of KCCI’s grand building and the deal successfully

concluded with signing of the Registry Documents and
presentation of pay order to the seller.
Speaking on the occasion, Chairman Businessmen Group &
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli said that they will soon
start construction work for setting up a multi-story state-of-the-art
building, providing all facilities and services under one roof to
facilitate the business and industrial community of Karachi.

On various occasions, Siraj Kassam Teli has expressed his resolve
to gift a state-of-the-art KCCI’s building on behalf of BMG to the
Business and Industrial community of Karachi and they have finally
succeeded in achieving this objective, thanks to BMG’s transparent
policies which were strictly being adhered by all the BMGIANs
since last 18 years.

Continued to page 34
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Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli along with Vice Chairmen BMG Haroon Farooki &
Anjum Nisar unveiling the curtain to inaugurate the new
Attestation Department of Karachi Chamber which has been
established at the Ground Floor of KCCI’s building for the
convenience of its members.
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice
President Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President Muhammad Naeem
Sharif, Former President Iftikhar Ahmed Vohra and Former SVP
Muhammad Ibrahim Kasumbi are also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KCCI) Younus Muhammad Bashir
presenting Chamber’s crest to Managing Director
PakChina Investment Company Li Peng during his
visit to KCCI.
Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice
President KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif, former
Senior Vice President Shamim Ahmed Firpo and
KCCI Managing Committee members are also seen
in the picture.

Senior Vice President of the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Zia Ahmed Khan presenting
Chamber ’s crest to Commercial
Counselor of Pakistan’s Embassy in
Beijing Dr. Irfa Iqbal, who led a Chinese
delegation during its visit to KCCI on
Friday.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Younus Mohammed Bashir receiving Crest from Deputy
Governor State Bank of Pakistan Mr. Riaz Riazuddin at the
Conclusion Ceremony of 5th Islamic Finance Conference.
Ateeq Ur Rehman, Dure Shawar Nisar, Atif Jameel Ur Rehman,
Zafar Saeed Baghpatti and Mehmood Tareen are also seen in
the picture.
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President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI) Younus Muhammad Bashir presenting Chamber’s crest to
Syed Tanveer Ahmed, Director General of Customs Valuation
during his visit to KCCI.
Vice Chairman BMG Anjum Nisar, Senior Vice President KCCI Zia
Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif,
Director Customs Valuation Dr. Wasif Ali Memon, Additional
Directors Customs Valuation Muhammad Iqbal Muneeb, Syed
Imran Sajjad Bokhari, Former Presidents KCCI Muhammad Haroon
Agar, Iftikhar A. Vohra and Chairman Customs, Valuation, Import &
Anti-Smuggling Sub-Committee KCCI Muhammad Yaseen and
KCCI Managing Committee members are also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (KCCI), Younus Muhammad Bashir presenting
KCCI’s crest to Faculty Advisor of National Management
College Lahore, Fazal Yazdani Khan who led a highpowered delegation comprising officials of various
government departments during their visit to KCCI.
Vice President KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Former
Senior Vice President KCCI Talat Mehmood and KCCI
Managing Committee are also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI)
Younus Muhammad Bashir receiving memento from CEO FAKT
Exhibitions (Pvt.) Ltd., M. Saleem Khan Tanoli at 12th International
Plastic, Printing, Packaging and Food, Equipment & Technology
Exhibition which concluded at the Karachi Expo Centre on Thursday.
Consul General of Switzerland Emil Wyss, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Naeem Sharif and former SVP Shamim Ahmed Firpo are
also seen in the picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Younus Muhammad Bashir
inaugurating AMTF Blood Bank / Laboratory Outlet at AMTF premise. Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Executive Director AMTF Mr. Ateeq Ur Rehman, President
AMTF Mr. Zaki Ahmed, Managing Committee member Altaf Ghaffar Padela and others are
also seen in the picture.
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Monthly News Roundup
Trade policy framework approved by Prime Minister

Mauritius government plans to hold 'Pakistan Week' in August

Gas tariffs to be raised from Jul. 1, 2016

Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif has approved Strategic Trade Policy Framework
(STPF) 2015-18 along with approval of PKR 20Bn for development and research.
The STPF envisages several incentives for exporters beside tariff rationalization
aimed at achieving the $ 35Bn exports mark by 2018. The govt. has already
earmarked PKR 6Bn for export promotion in the budget FY16. The Cabinet SubCommittee on production and export has also cleared the final version of STPF
2015-18. Power tariff for the industrial sector has already been slashed on Prime
Minister’s instructions who has also announced zero rating from Jul. 1, 2016 on
the request of Commerce Minister Khurram Dastgir.

President of Mauritius, Dr Ameenah Gurib Fakim has said that her government
plans to organise "Pakistan Week" in Mauritius from August 14 to 21, on the
occasion of Pakistan National Day. While exchanging views at a meeting with a
delegation of KCCI, she invited KCCI members to participate in the Pakistan Week
which will also provide an opportunity to sign a MoU with KCCI. Speaking on the
occasion, Chairman Businessmen Group and former president KCCI Siraj Kassam
Teli said that KCCI’s Research & Development Cell has been conducting extensive
research by effectively monitoring the trade trends in more than 200 countries
around the world including Mauritius, which are updated on regular basis. The
special reports on the impact of PTAs and FTAs with friendly countries and other
trade-related data is regularly being maintained and updated by KCCI's R&D Cell
which can also be used for identifying hurdles and the possibility of enhancing
trade.

The govt. has pledged to the IMF that gas tariffs would increase from Jul. 1, 2016
to ensure cost recovery and help reduce financial losses of gas companies. Given
the decline in international oil prices and consequent revenue requirements, govt.
has maintained current gas tariff in line with OGRA determination for FY15 until
the next round of determination in Jul.’16. The govt. also makes any necessary
adjustments to notified prices to reflect imported gas prices.

Sindh mulls introducing new taxes
The Sindh government has proposed to introduce new taxes and review old ones
in the next budget. Tax proposals submitted by the Excise and Taxation
department suggest introducing betterment tax on commercial and industrial
properties at the rate of 5% of the annual rental value (ARV) for commercial
properties and 2.5% of ARV for industrial to generate PKR 150Mn. Another
proposal for generating PKR 110Mn is to levy property tax on 120-square-yard
houses built for residential purposes, which have been exempt from tax until now.
An infrastructure cess on petroleum and oil products has also been proposed at
the rate of 0.25% to 0.50% of the value of imports. The move is aimed at
generating PKR 1.3Bn – PKR 2.6Bn. The levy would be charged on all imports
landing in Karachi by sea or by air and using province’s roads for their
transportation.
Govt. offers duty-free concession to woo new carmakers
The govt. has announced that foreign carmakers seeking to enter market can
import machinery for their plants duty-free, in an attempt to boost competition
and cut prices for local drivers. The import duty on car parts for new entrants
would be set at 10% for those items which cannot be manufactured locally and
25% for others. The incentives would remain in place for five years. The market
has for decades been dominated by Japan's Suzuki, Toyota and Honda who have
been accused of colluding to fix prices for lower-quality versions of their models.
Govt. doubles regulatory duty on iron, steel imports to 30%
The government has revised up regulatory duty on import of iron and steel
finished products by a whopping 15% to 30% in a bid to protect the local
industry. The Ministry of Finance has issued a notification which also notifies
10% duty on import of aluminium alloys. It also notified 15% rise in regulatory
duty on the import of electrical tables, desks and lamp stands. In Jan’16, the
government had slapped anti-dumping duties on some companies from China
and Ukraine on the ground that they were dumping products in Pakistan at cheap
prices.
FBR allows sales tax registration in person
The FBR has allowed persons and businesses to have sales tax registration
carried out electronically as well as physically, a notification said. Now, persons
and businesses intending for registration may submit the application along with
original documents at their respective regional tax office (RTO) or online through
the computerised system. However, in either case, the original copies of all
documents need to be presented in RTO for verification before the application is
processed by the system. The applicant would also visit RTO for biometric
verification, the notification read.
FBR empowers IR to check suspected bank accounts
The Inland Revenue department has been empowered to probe into suspected
bank accounts and sources of terror financing. A notification said that the FBR
has sanctioned the Directorate of Intelligence and Investigation of Inland Revenue
(I&I-IR), Karachi to investigate around 500 cases falling within the jurisdiction of
Large Taxpayers Unit (LTU-II) Karachi. Now, the I&I-IR wing will scrutinise
suspected bank accounts, detect sources of terror financing and recover black
money.
Pakistan, Turkey move closer to FTA
Pakistan and Turkey have signed FTA Framework Agreement which will be the
basis for future negotiations on Free Trade Agreement (FTA). The list of final
concessions from Pakistan for the FTA will be prepared after intensive
consultations with stakeholders in all sectors of economy. The agreement, signed
by Commerce Minister Khurram Dastgir and Turkey’s Economy Minister Mustufa
Elitas, states that two sides would hold negotiations in trade of goods, services,
intellectual property rights, competition policies and dispute settlement
mechanism. The list of final concessions from Pakistan for the FTA will be
prepared after intensive consultations with stakeholders in all sectors of
economy.
Finding alternative: Pakistan to trade with Iran in euros
Pakistani businessmen will open letters of credit (LCs) for imports from Iran in
euros instead of dollars as some US sanctions are still in place that could
obstruct payments to Tehran. In this regard, the Ministry of Commerce and the
State Bank are apprising the business community of the merits of trade in euros
and a relevant seminar has also been arranged in the first week of April in
Karachi.
Pakistan to initiate trade talks with EEU
The ministry of commerce is planning to initiate a dialogue for a free trade
agreement (FTA) with the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) to gain competitive
market access for Pakistani products. The EEU members include Armenia,
Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Russia. As Russia is a member of the
customs union, Pakistan cannot initiate direct talks on FTA with it. In the last five
years, Pakistan’s exports to Russia have stagnated. Pakistan’s exports to Russia
stood at $ 183.57Mn in FY11 that inched up marginally to $ 183.84Mn in FY15.
On the other hand, imports from Russia reached $ 206.45Mn in FY15 from $
163.42Mn in FY11.

British Business Centre, KCCI sign MoU to enhance trade
A MoU was signed between the British Business Centre, Karachi, and the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI), aimed at enhancing trade and
economic cooperation between the two countries. The signing of the MoU was
witnessed by Dr Ishratul Ebad, governor of Sindh, Mr. John Tucknott, UK deputyhigh commissioner in Karachi, and Mr. Siraj Kassim Teli, former President KCCI.
The document is aimed at enhancing trade and investment between the United
Kingdom and Pakistan through exchange of information and data on economic,
industrial and commercial matters as also specific opportunities available in both
Pakistan and the UK.
Mega construction of KCCI headquarter to start soon
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) has decided to start
construction work for setting up a multi-story building that will provide all
facilities and services under one roof to facilitate business community of Karachi.
Speaking on the occasion of signing of the registry documents of the recently
acquired land, Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli said that said that the building will surely be an invaluable gift not
only for the business & industrial community of Karachi but also for all the
citizens who will be fully assisted in a much more friendlier and professional
environment.
KCCI for withdrawal of 14% sales tax on indenters
President, Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Mohammad Younus Bashir
has demanded withdrawal of 14% services Sales Tax imposed on indenters. The
chamber noted that the income of indenters involved in the import business,
should not be subject to this additional tax due to the reason that such amount
paid to indenters is part of the "whole import price" that is already taxed under
federal VAT against the goods at the import stage.
Banks advised to clear export proceeds within three days
The State Bank of Pakistan has advised banks to clear the transactions of export
proceeds within three days. It is permissible for exporters to retain the proceeds
including ‘advance payments’ in foreign currency with an authorised dealer for
three working days and to sell the same within this period to any authorised
dealer, said a circular issued by the central bank. However, if an exporter does not
conclude a transaction with an authorised dealer by end of the third working day,
the dealer that has received the export proceeds will purchase the same at the
‘buying’ rate of weighted average customer exchange rate of that day.

Private courier services: establishment of regulatory authority on the cards
Establishment of the Pakistan Private Courier and Cargo/Logistics Service
providers Regulatory / Licensing Authority is on the cards to discourage
mushroom growth and regulate the industry with minimum standards. This was
revealed in a meeting of the sub-committee of the National Assembly Standing
Committee on Communications. A bill namely 'The Pakistan Private Courier
Services Regulatory Authority Bill 2015' was moved which has been admitted by
the Speaker National Assembly. However, representatives from different Courier
agencies are of the view that the Authority should not be restricted to legislation
and regulations but it should be for protections and development as well.
CNIC mandatory for dividend payment
The SECP has allowed companies to withhold all future dividends of such
shareholders who have not provided their CNIC numbers to companies to be
written on the dividend warrants. However, the companies would require the
SECP's approval to withhold dividend of any shareholder.
SBP keeps policy rate on hold at 6%
The central bank has left its policy interest rate unchanged at 6.0%, citing
increasing inflationary pressures since Sep’15. While the year-on-year inflation
rose from 1.3% in Sep’15 to 3.9% in Mar’16, the average inflation increased from
1.7% to 2.6% during this period, the SBP said in its bimonthly monetary policy
announcement. This rise in inflation is as anticipated and the benign inflation
outlook for the remaining months of FY16 remains largely unchanged. The SBP
policy statement also said that while the current macroeconomic stability,
improved law and order, and CPEC-related investments bode well for the future
prospects for foreign direct investments, it is the decline in exports receipts that
is worrisome. The balance of payments outlook for the remaining months of this
fiscal year remains positive, said the SBP, adding that low private capital inflows
pose challenge for medium-term external sector sustainability.
Saudi Arabia bans shrimp imports from Pakistan
Saudi Arabia has banned shrimp imports from Pakistan, a worrying development
for the Marine Fisheries Department (MFD) as other countries may follow suit.
The ban came in the wake of information circulated by the World Organisation for
Animal Health (OIE) regarding emergence of white spot disease in Pakistani
shrimp. However, the MFD suspects misunderstanding as Pakistan has yet to
start shrimp farming, and entire catch of shrimp consists of open-sea operations.
The MFD believes that the disease only occurs in cultured shrimp as the white
spot virus does not infect wild shrimp. Pakistan exported about 2,016 tons of
seafood (valued at $ 7.49Mn) to Saudi Arabia, including 189 tons of shrimp
($2.175m) in 2015. The country’s overall annual fish and fish preparations’
exports stand at around 140,000 tons, fetching around $ 350Mn. The share of
shrimp exports is around 12,000 to 14,000 tons a year.
SBP issues regulations for private credit bureaus

Under a new online goods declaration processing module, Pakistan Customs
have made it mandatory for an importer to show proof of bank approval for a
foreign payment to get his consignment cleared. No goods declaration will be
acceptable without submission of EIF (electronic import form), said Director
Reforms and Automation of Pakistan Customs at a meeting. Earlier, banks were
not available to verify the foreign payment requested by importers. This caused
chances of fraud and forgery.

The SBP has issued regulations and licencing criteria for setting up of private
credit bureaus, which will be authorised to collect information about the credit
worthiness of the borrowers. The regulations prescribe the requirements with
respect to corporate governance, data security, operational efficiency and
consumer grievance-handling mechanism. The Credit Bureaus Act, 2015 has
been enacted last year. The act empowers a credit bureau to collect the credit
information about debtors of banks, financial institutions, non-banking
institutions, non-financial companies, Modarabas, leasing companies and
microfinance institutions.

My Karachi 2017 to focus on Gwadar Port, CPEC

HBL to open branch in China

The immense participation of foreign diplomats and exhibitors at 13th My
Karachi-Oasis of Harmony Exhibition clearly indicated that the exhibition has once
again succeeded in attaining prime objective of promoting positive image of
Pakistan. At the closing session, Vice Chairman Businessmen Group Zubair
Motiwala and President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir said that they
announced that next year’s 14th My Karachi-Oasis of Harmony Exhibition will also
be held with same zeal and enthusiasm on Apr. 7th, 8th and 9th, 2017 at Karachi
Expo Center. KCCI, in its 14th My Karachi Exhibition next year, will be setting up a
special pavilion to highlight the potential and raise awareness about opportunities
to be available on completion of Gwadar Port and CPEC projects.

Habib Bank Limited (HBL) is to be the first bank from Pakistan to receive a license
for setting up a branch in China, Urumqi, the largest city in the province of
Xinjiang, which lies along the traditional Silk Route and borders Pakistan that
would make it the first South Asian lender to operate in the world’s number two
economy. With the opening of the China branch, HBL will be the only bank to
have a footprint in North West China, Central Asia, Southeast Asia and East Africa
and will be positioned to promote trade and investment between these
geographical regions, as well as China and Pakistan.

Bank approval to foreign payment must for consignment clearance

Money for CPEC projects: Chinese, Pakistani banks to collaborate
The commercial banks in China and Pakistan would collaborate to achieve a
"financial mix" to make money available for borrowers under $ 46Bn ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The current interest rate differential between
Chinese and Pakistani banks is likely to render local banks uncompetitive against
their Chinese counterparts in terms of financing CPEC projects. In this regard,
State Bank of Pakistan may devise a special policy to enable local businessmen to
compete Chinese banks. The current 6% interest rate is the lowest in 42 years of
the country's history thus investing under CPEC would be a win-win situation for
the two countries as Chinese investors too would need local financing that would
compensate the equity cost.
Saudi Arabia seeks CPEC's extension to the Red Sea, Africa
Saudi Arabian Minister for Economic Planning Engineer has said that his country
is keen to work with Pakistan and China and desired that the mega project of
CPEC should be extended to the Red Sea and Africa. He was talking to Minister
for Planning, Development and Reform Ahsan Iqbal in Riyadh.

Pakistan, Mauritius to upgrade PTA to Free Trade Agreement

Dollar imports through Lahore airport allowed

Pakistan and Mauritius while noting the importance of economy and trade in
boosting bilateral ties agreed to upgrade the existing Preferential Trade
Agreement (PTA) to a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) at an early date. During the
four-day visit of Mauritius President Ameenah Gurib-Fakim to Pakistan has
informed President Mamnoon Hussain about the desire of Mauritius to deepen
relations with Pakistan which was considered as an important country. The
president urged Pakistan side to take advantage of the strategic location of
Mauritius as a gateway to African continent which was exhibiting a great
developmental potential.

The SBP has allowed currency dealers to import dollars through Allama Iqbal
International Airport (AIIAP), Lahore. Earlier, imports were allowed only through
Jinnah International Airport (JIAP), Karachi. A circular issued by the SBP says
that the procedure will be the same as applicable for JIAP; however, only those
incoming flights must be chosen which are scheduled to arrive at AIIAP between
16:30 to 23:30 hours from Monday to Saturday.
* Note: The above news items have been published in various national newspapers
during the period 20th Mar’16 to 28th Apr’16

Opening businesses after 8pm to cost three times more
The government has come up with an ambitious load management plan during
the summer with six-hour outages in urban areas and eight hours in rural areas.
Power conservation measures include a plan to close down commercial markets
by 8pm that will also help save 1,000-1,500 MWs of electricity. Those who will
open their businesses after 8pm will have to pay three times as much tariff.
Karachi is not included in the load management plan.
SECP will introduce concept of stock split
The SECP will introduce the concept of stock split to generate market activity in
high priced shares traded at stock exchanges. The Capital Market Development
Plan-2016 (CMDP) issued by the SECP reveals that in case of highly valued
shares whose shares have a high market price, trading activity may get restricted
due to in-affordability of lot size for such shares. Accordingly, the concept of
stock split will be encouraged to generate market activity in such shares. Further,
in order to introduce the concept of treasury stock in Pakistan for the first time,
the Companies (Buy-Back of Shares) Regulations are in process. The introduction
of treasury stock will allow companies to buy back their shares and provide exit
opportunity for investors in a depressed market, while acting as a means to
stabilize share prices of companies.
Pakistan’s B3 rating reflects strengthening growth: Moody’s
Pakistan’s B3 issuer rating is a sign of strengthening economic growth and
progress on structural reforms against a relatively high government debt burden
and political risks, the credit ratings agency Moody’s Investors Service said. The
agency made this assessment in its just-released Credit Analysis ‘Government of
Pakistan — B3 Stable’, which looks at the country’s credit profile in terms of
economic strength (assessed as “moderate”); institutional strength (“very low “);
fiscal strength (“very low (minus)”); and susceptibility to event risk (“high”).
Pakistan’s “Moderate” economic strength encompasses the sovereign’s very low
per-capita incomes and the large size of its economy.
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CEC Expo plans to showcase Chinese Electronics in Karachi next year: Shao Shulin
President of CEC Expo, Mr. Shao Shulin has informed that CEC
Expo, a subsidiary of China National Electronics Import & Export
Corporation (CEIEC), plans to organize an exhibition in Karachi in
the month of March 2017 to showcase electronics, home
appliances and security system being produced by China
Electronics Corporation.
Exchanging views during his visit to Karachi Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (KCCI) along with members of CEC Expo
delegation, President CEC Expo informed that around 200
exhibitors from China were being targeted for this particular show
in Karachi which will be staged next year.
The Chinese delegation also comprised of CEC Expo Deputy
Manager Mr. MIAO Jian, CEC Expo Project Manager Ms. Ivy Fan
and CEC Expo General Manager Mr. WANG Ying, whereas
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President
KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Naeem
Sharif, Former Presidents KCCI Haroon Agar and Iftikhar Ahmed
Vohra, CEO Badar Expo Zohair Naseer, Director International
Marketing Badar Expo Sadia Zohair and KCCI Managing
Committee members were also present at the meeting.
Appreciating the vibrant role being played by Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, Shao Shulin sought KCCI’s assistance
for effectively promoting CEC Expo’s exhibition which will provide
a perfect platform for Business-to-Business meetings between the
business communities of Pakistan and China.
It was further informed during the meeting
that a seminar will also be staged at the
exhibition and special arrangements were
being planned for B2B meeting in order to
explore possibilities of undertaking joint
ventures and look for investment
opportunities in the electronics sector.
President CEC Expo further informed that
CEIEC was one of the largest trader of
electronics in China which focuses on four
integrations including Defense Electronics
System Integration, Public Security
Integration,
Overseas
Engineering
Integration, and Business Solutions
Integration.
Speaking on the occasion, President KCCI
Younus Muhammad Bashir extended full
support and cooperation to President CEC
Expo in making their exhibition successful
in Karachi. In this regard, he said that the
exhibition’s information will be circulated
amongst all members of the Karachi
Chamber and KCCI members from the
electronics sector will particularly be
encouraged to densely participate in this
show.
He was of the view the exhibition and trade
fair play a very crucial role in improving
trade and investment ties between
countries by bringing the business
communities under one roof where
business-to-business
meetings
and
matchmaking can be done successfully.
He said that the Karachi Chamber, being a
vital stakeholder of business and industrial
community, acts as a bridge between,
government, law enforcement agencies,
and business & industrial community of
Karachi which was the industrial and
capital hub of Pakistan. He informed that
the city generates more than 65 percent
revenue to the national exchequer and
contributes 35 percent to national GDP.
Therefore, the economy of Karachi
accelerates the pace of the National
economy.
Younus Bashir informed the delegates that
Karachi offers excellent opportunities to

Chinese investors who can surely benefit
by investing or undertaking joint ventures
in various sectors of the economy,
particularly in the electronics sector.
He was of the view that the
telecommunication
and
Consumer
Electronics market of Pakistan has grown
at a rapid pace during the past few years
and further growth was being expected in
the days to come.
Majority of the electronics including home
appliances, computers and core computer
components,
telecommunication
and
consumer electronics etc. were being
supplied to the rest of the country from
Karachi
where
many
international
companies in the electronics businesses
have established their units and have been
successfully doing business. Chinese
companies can also look for business
opportunities in the IT sector of Pakistan,
he said, adding that Pakistan has a
considerable market for a host of electrical
items.
He was of the opinion that there was a
huge potential for further improving trade
and business ties between Pakistan and
China. With setting up of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) and upon
completion of Gwadar Port, massive
number of investment opportunities were
likely to emerge in this part of the region
which was likely to become the Gateway to
South Asia and Central Asian Republics.
He also invited Chinese delegates to
participate in KCCI’s 14th My Karachi-Oasis
of Harmony Exhibition scheduled to be
organized in the month of April 2017 which
would provide a perfect platform for
promoting Chinese electronic equipment.
The three day long exhibition is attended
by around 1 million visitors while many
countries around the world including
Vietnam, Mauritius, Indonesia, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, India, Turkey, Switzerland and
Japan etc. have also been successfully
participating in this event.
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KCCI, PCCHK sign MoU to enhance cooperation

The Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) and Pakistan
Chamber of Commerce Hong Kong (PCCHK) signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) which focuses on exploring the markets in
Hong Kong and providing assistance to increase Pakistan’s exports
and further improving the existing bilateral trade between the two
countries.
The MoU was signed by President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir
and Vice President PCCHK Dr. Ellen Lau at the KCCI Pavilion
established at TEXPO Pakistan which is currently underway at Karachi
Expo Center.
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President
KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif
and KCCI Managing Committee held numerous meetings with
delegates from Hong Kong, Indonesia, Spain, Portugal, and
Kazakhstan.
A 5-member delegation from Hong Kong, which was led by Consul
General of Pakistan in Hong Kong Ghufran Memon, expressed
keenness to build institutional linkages between the two countries
whereas the MoU signed between KCCI and PCCHK should not be just
paperwork and it must be transformed into something doable.
The Indonesian delegation led by Vice Chairman of Indonesian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Mufti Hamka expressed
eagerness to enhance trade and business ties with Pakistani
businessmen and industrialists particularly those associated with
garments manufacturing, fashion industry, cotton fiber, synthetic fiber,
bedsheets and cotton yarn etc. They said that the business community
of Karachi can also benefit from Indonesia’s massive population by
setting up their units in Indonesia where they can get many facilities
including cheaper electricity.
Furthermore an 8-member delegation from Spain led by Commercial
Counselor of Pakistan’s Embassy in Spain Faiz Ahmed, during its
meeting with KCCI Office Bearers and Managing Committee members,
informed that they have been enjoying excellent trade and business
ties with their counterparts in Pakistan and were looking forward
towards further improving their business with their counterparts in
Karachi which was the key reason they were encouraged to participate
in TEXPO Pakistan.
The Spanish business community prefers to do business with

TEXPO PAKISTAN
DAY 2

On the occasion, Commercial Counselor of Pakistan’s Embassy in
Spain informed that Pakistan’s Embassy has been issuing visas within
one day to facilitate visits of Spanish businessmen to Pakistan. He
said that trade between the two countries has improved during the
past three years and it was pretty much stable. He asked KCCI to
organize visit of a trade delegation to Spain in order to look for
opportunities of enhancing trade ties between the two countries. He
was of the view that there was a huge potential to enhance trade
between Pakistan and Spain by focusing on commodities, dyes,
chemicals, textile machinery and ceramics etc. whereas the Pakistani
businessmen can also undertake joint ventures in the pharmaceutical
sector.
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, in his remarks to foreign
delegates, assured full support of the Karachi Chamber to visiting
foreign delegates with a view to improve bilateral trade and to further
Pakistan’s trade ties with friendly countries.
“The Karachi Chamber can easily be approached 24/7 and we will be

more than happy to assist you any time with an intention to bring the
business communities more close to each other so that we could
collectively work to enhance trade in the ongoing era of recession”, he
added.
He informed the delegations that Karachi city has been contributing a
massive chunk of more than 65 percent revenue to the national
exchequer and has effectively been playing the lead role in the
economic development of Pakistan.
President KCCI said that Karachi city offers excellent investment
opportunities and the foreigners can also look for undertaking joint
ventures in Karachi where law and order situation has greatly
improved, resulting in restoring the confidence of businessmen and
industrialists who were considering to further expand their businesses.
He also appreciated the Trade Development Authority of Pakistan
(TDAP) for organizing TEXPO Pakistan and ensuring participation of
large number of foreign delegates in this exhibition which would not
only help in enhancing Pakistan’s trade with friendly countries but will
also prove very favorable for promoting the positive image of Karachi
city which is the financial, commercial, industrial and trading hub of
Pakistan.

KCCI highlights Karachi’s investment potential, briefs
delegates about opportunities in textile sector

The Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) held numerous
meetings with various foreign delegates from Japan, Kuwait, China, Nigeria
and other countries who visited KCCI’s pavilion at TEXPO Pakistan’s 2nd
day to look for opportunities of enhancing trade and investment, besides
exploring the possibility of undertaking joint ventures in the textile sector.
The meetings with foreign delegates were attended by President KCCI
Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan,
Vice President KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Former SVP KCCI
Muhammad Ibrahim Kasumbi and KCCI Managing Committee members.
An 18-member delegation from Japan led by leader of the delegation Mr.
Tomomichi Honda who was also accompanied by Pakistan’s Consul at the
Consulate of Pakistan in Osaka, Japan Muhammad Naseer visited KCCI’s
pavilion to exchange views on matters of mutual interest. Most of the
Japanese delegation members, who visited Karachi city for the very first
time, highly appreciated the wide range of textile products exhibited at
TEXPO Pakistan which not only provided them an opportunity to
thoroughly review what Pakistan has been offering but also helped them in
finding the right partner. They also expressed willingness to enhance trade
with their Pakistani counterparts and look for investment and joint ventures
opportunities in Karachi.
A 5-member delegation from Kuwait led by Commercial Counselor of
Pakistan’s Embassy in Kuwait Agha Saeed Ahmed informed that the
Kuwaiti delegation has struck a couple of textile deals during TEXPO
Pakistan and was fairly optimistic of finalizing more deals in near future
which would help in improving Pakistan’s textile exports to Kuwait.
He said that the Kuwaiti delegation was impressed to see arrangements
made by the organizers to facilitate foreign exhibitors during their visit to
Karachi. He stressed the need to effectively market Pakistani goods and
services in Kuwaiti market and also focus on enhancing interaction with
Kuwaiti business and industrial community so that Pakistan could enhance
its presence in Kuwait. “Despite the odds and difficulties, we have to coup
up through interactions”, he said, adding that good marketing of Pakistani
products and positive media campaign was needed to counter the negative
perception about Pakistan.
Lots of possibilities for undertaking joint ventures exist in textile sector,
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Pakistan as diverse range of high-quality products from different
sectors were easily available at competitive rates in Pakistan.

hospital services, education and construction sectors whereas the Pakistan
business community should explore business ventures in the food sector
including fish farming and agriculture as well because Kuwait was a food
deficient country.
A 20-member delegation from China, which was led by Commercial
Counselor of Pakistan’s Embassy in Beijing Dr. Irfa Iqbal, while expressing
keenness of setting up Chinese industrial and training units in Pakistan,
informed that construction work on some of these projects will start soon
in Punjab. They sought KCCI’s assistance in tracing potential fabrics and
yarn suppliers as some of the Chinese delegates were desperately looking
for the right partners who could supply these products at competitive
rates.
They said that although many of Chinese delegation have been doing
business with Pakistani businessmen but they want to further explore new
avenues of investment and look for more business opportunities.
A delegation from Nigeria led by Head of Chancery, High Commission of
Pakistan in Nigeria Asim Ali Khan along with President of Kano Chamber of
Commerce, Industry, Mines and Agriculture Umar Farouk also visited
KCCI’s pavilion to look for partners in textile materials which were much
better as compared to what was being supplied by many other countries
including China. Both Chambers can work together to look for improving
relationship between Pakistan and Nigeria which will create a win-win
situation for both countries.
President of Kano Chamber of Commerce, Industry, Mines and Agriculture,
Umar Farouk opined that the Nigerian companies can benefit from
Pakistan’s expertise in various sectors of the economy. To a query about
Nigeria’s investment policy, he informed that the Nigerian Investment
Promotion Commission (NIPC) gives numerous incentives and tax
holidays to foreign investors.
Head of Chancery, High Commission of Pakistan in Nigeria Asim Ali Khan,
in his remarks, asked the Business and Industrial Community of Karachi to
personally witness the Nigerian economic activities which was capable of
delivering lucrative businesses to Pakistani business community. He said
that Indian, Lebanese, Chinese, Japanese, Thai and Turkish business
communities have been successfully doing business and earning
substantial profits from the Nigerian market but unfortunately, Pakistani

business community was not entering into this market which needs to be
addressed.
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, while exchanging views various
foreign delegates, underscored the need to enhance business-to-business
and people-to-people contacts in order to pave way for improved trade ties
with friendly countries.
He also highlighted the overall performance of Karachi city which
contributes more than 65 percent of revenue to the national exchequer and
plays the lead role in the economic development of Pakistan.
He underscored the need to clarify a number of misconceptions about
Karachi which was negatively being portrayed by the media. “As you must
have also witnessed that the ground reality was contrary to what was
portrayed in the media reports and the law and order situation has
improved to a certain extent. The overall security situation of Karachi can be
compared with any of developed cities around the world who also face
similar security issues”, he added.
During a meeting with Nigerian delegation, Younus Bashir stressed the
need to effectively highlight the business opportunities in Nigeria and clarify
a number of misconceptions about the security situation of Nigeria where
many companies from developed countries have been successfully doing
business without any fear. He was of the opinion that currency devaluation
of many African countries including Nigeria was a major reason which
discourages Pakistani business community to enter into the African market.
Senior Vice President KCCI, Zia Ahmed Khan stated that overall climate of
doing business in Pakistan has improved to a certain extent and was likely
to improve further in the days to come. He said that Karachi offers immense
investment opportunities and foreign delegates can look for investment
opportunities and joint ventures which would surely create a win-win
situation for everyone.
He said that keeping in view the wide spectrum of KCCI members who
represent all sectors of the economy, foreign delegates looking for Pakistani
partners can surely find the right person at KCCI. In this regard, he
requested the delegates to share details about the nature of their
businesses and contact info along with their inquiries with KCCI so that
they could accordingly be facilitated in match making.
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Without cooperation impediments cannot be removed: Iranian Envoy
Ambassador of Islamic Republic of Iran Mehdi Honardoost has said
that terrorism, which is based on poverty and illiteracy, is a common
concern for Pakistan and Iran so both countries must work collectively
and try to be more close to each other in order to deal with these
issues.
Exchanging views with KCCI Office bearers and Managing Committee
members during his visit to the Karachi Chamber of Commerce &
Industry, the Iranian Ambassador said, “Without cooperation
impediments cannot be removed.”
Consul General of Iran in Karachi Mehdi Sobhani, Commercial
Counsellor of Iran Sattar Soltanshahi, Commercial Attache Morad
Nemati, President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice
President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Muhammad
Naeem Sharif, Former President KCCI Majyd Aziz and KCCI Managing
Committee members were also present on the occasion.
Commenting on trade ties between the two countries, the Iranian
Ambassador said that business between the private sectors of the two
countries was not active and a lot of time and a lot of opportunities
were lost.
“As a result, the bilateral trade and banking transactions between
Pakistan and Iran are the lowest which you will not find even in our
neighboring countries”, he said, adding that lack of trade-related
information was one of the key reasons of low trade volume between
the brotherly countries.
He said that Iran and Pakistan have common concerns and common
interests. Both are tied into the bonds of brotherhood and friendly ties
but the volume of trade was not proportionate to level of friendship.
Honardoost said that Iranian businessmen were keen to enhance
business with their Pakistani counterparts therefore they should come
forward and start joint ventures with their Iranian counterparts. “We
have no reservations, no limitations, no concerns and we are looking
forward to have 100 percent full-fledged cooperation with Pakistan in
terms of trade. Iran offers many opportunities for Pakistani
businesses.”
The Ambassador assured that Iranian Embassy in Islamabad and its
Consulate in Karachi were fully ready to extend cooperation to those
businessmen and industrialists who are interested in enhancing trade
with Iran by facilitating their contacts and interaction with Iranian
counterparts. “It is our responsibility to fully facilitate you and ensure

contacts with the concerned Iranian businessman while the rest is up
to you”, he added.
He said, “All our doors are open and we don’t have any impediments.
Iran wants to work closely with Pakistan and is always ready to offer
all its capabilities not only for mega projects but also for smaller
projects and the SMEs in Pakistan.
Terming the projects of electricity import from Iran and Iran-Pakistan
Gas Pipeline as key and mega projects, Mehdi Honardoost said that
Iran was ready to fulfil the growing energy needs of Pakistan. He said
that IP Gas Pipeline was in the interest of both countries and Pakistan
will get adequate gas at cheaper rates which would result in enhancing
the capacity of industrial production.
Referring to the recent visit of Iranian President to Pakistan, he said
that the visit of Iranian President yielded very good and positive
results. Although the two countries have been enjoying cordial,
brotherly and friendly relations but all this should now be translated
into strong trade ties as well.
Earlier, President KCCI Younus Muhammad, while welcoming the
Iranian Ambassador, said that the economic relations between
Pakistan and Iran have improved significantly giving way to further
enhancement of bilateral trade.

He noted that the bilateral trade relations between Pakistan and Iran
were healthy and based on trade of several commodities. During Fiscal
Year 2015, Pakistan exported goods worth $31.45 million whereas the
imports stood at $0.27 million. “The trade balance is favorable for
Pakistan with trade surplus of $31.18 million in FY15 but the overall
trade volume is very low which requires special attention”, he added.
Highlighting the potential for enhancing Pak-Iran bilateral trade
relations, he said that opportunities were available in Iranian dairy,
livestock, meat, and beverages sectors for Pakistani traders and
investors. Pakistan can also take benefit of Iran's petrochemical sector.
Younus Bashir was of the opinion that development of joint trade
committee can also play its role in expanding bilateral trade between
Pakistan and Iran. Moreover, infrastructural constraints should be
sorted out to enhance bilateral trade via Quetta-Taftan land route
whereas Pak-Iran currency swap agreement was another important
option for enhancing bilateral trade.
“Regular operation of "ECO container train" would lend impetus to
cargo and transit facilities between the two countries while
commencement of special direct flights from Quetta and Gilgit to
Mashhad were also a potential avenue for enhancing trade”, he added.

President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir presenting
KCCI’s crest to Vice Chairman of Indonesian Chamber
of Commerce and Industry Mufti Hamka during the
visit of Indonesian delegation’s visit to KCCI’s Pavilion
at TEXPO Pakistan on Thursday.
Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice
President KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif and KCCI
Managing Committee members are also seen in the
picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI) Younus Muhammad Bashir presenting KCCI’s
crest to Mr. Ivan Sabroso who led a Spanish
delegation during its visit to KCCI’s Pavilion at TEXPO
Pakistan on Thursday.
Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice
President KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif and KCCI
Managing Committee members are also seen in the
picture.
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Czech Republic

Czech Republic – a brief overview
The Czech Republic is a stable and prosperous market economy closely integrated with the EU, especially since the country's EU
accession in 2004. While the conservative, inward-looking Czech financial system has remained relatively healthy, the small, open,
export-driven Czech economy remains sensitive to changes in the economic performance of its main export markets, especially
Germany. Major long term challenges include dealing with a rapidly aging population, funding an unsustainable pension and health
care system, and diversifying away from manufacturing and toward a more high-tech, services-based, knowledge economy.

Economy of Czech Republic
According to the OECD Economic Forecast Summary of Nov’15, Czech economic growth picked up strongly in 2015, driven by private
demand and a boost from EU-financed public investment. Supportive financial conditions, growth in wages and profits, strengthening
external demand are projected to support robust growth in 2016 and 2017. Rising domestic costs will push inflation to the 2% target
level in 2017. Reforms to expand labour supply, reduce skills mismatches and increase competition would boost economic
convergence and help to make growth more inclusive.

Key Industries of Czech Republic
The principal industries are heavy and general machine-building, motor vehicles, metallurgy, machinery and equipment, iron and steel
production, metalworking, chemical production, electronics, transportation equipment, armaments, textiles, glass, brewing, ceramics,
and pharmaceuticals. The auto industry remains the largest single industry together with its upstream suppliers, accounts for nearly
24% of Czech manufacturing. The Czech Republic produced more than a million cars for the first time in 2010, over 80% of which
were exported. Its main agricultural products are sugarbeets, fodder roots, potatoes, wheat, hops, fruits, pigs, and poultry.

Czech Republic's major trading commodities and partners
Major export commodities are machinery and transport equipment, raw materials and fuel, chemicals and its major export partners are
Germany 32.4%, Slovakia 8.4%, Poland 6%, France 5.1%, UK 5.1% and Austria 4.4%.
Imports mainly include machinery and transport equipment, raw materials and fuels, chemicals. Major import partners are Germany
30.2%, Poland 8.5%, Slovakia 6.8%, China 6.2%, Netherlands 5.7% and Austria 4.2%.

Economic Relations between Pakistan and Czech Republic
Diplomatic relations between the two countries were formally established in 1950. Pakistan has an embassy in Prague and Czech
Republic has an embassy in Islamabad. Czech Republic extended its invaluable and unstinting support to Pakistan for its graduation to
the Generalised Scheme of Preferences (GSP) Plus Status. The two countries have signed bilateral investment treaty in May 1999 to
promote investments. Moreover, various MoUs have been signed between the two countries in which the establishment of bilateral
cooperation between health institutions is an important one.
Pakistani Embassy, in cooperation with Pakistani businessmen, organized two mango festivals in Sept.'12 and Jul.'13 with the
objective to open the door for export of Pakistani fruits and vegetables to the Czech Republic. Sindh Government has signed a MoU
with WIKOV Wind A.S, a Czech Republic company for the power generation of 50MW at coastal belt of the province. Pakistan and
Czech Republic have also signed MoU to increase military and defence cooperation between the two countries. Further, MoU for
establishment of Joint Business Council; and agreement on the establishment of Joint Economic Commission will further consolidate
bilateral relations.

Bilateral trade relations between Pakistan and Czech Republic
Bilateral annual trade between the two countries is around $ 60Mn. During FY15, Pakistan exported goods to Czech Republic of worth
$ 39.15Mn as against exports of $ 36.29Mn in FY14 showing an increase of 7.88%. The goods imported by Pakistan from Czech
Republic stood at $ 19.65Mn in FY15 as against $ 27.84Mn in FY14 showing a decline of 29%. Czech Republic's major imports from
Pakistan include textile and leather, whereas Pakistan's main imports from Czech Republic include machinery, paper & paperboard and
electrical and electronic equipment. Czech Republic has made investment in medical equipment, pharmaceutical and textile sectors in
Pakistan.

Potential for enhancing bilateral trade relations between Czech Republic and Pakistan
-

Both countries have greater potential of cooperation in the fields of electronics, technologies and energy which should be
explored for the mutual benefits.

-

Czech Republic is an export-oriented country having an edge in manufacturing of mechanical, industrial and technological
goods. Pakistan can look for importing such items from the country. Simiarly, the production of technologically sophisticated
goods, such as communication devices, electronic products and a wide range of private and public vehicles are also the
strength of Czech Republic where the two countries can collaborate.

-

Pakistan and Czech Republic have trade and economic cooperation in various fields, which can be further strengthened to its
true potential by improving investment and business relations between two countries.
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NADRA FACILITATION
CENTRE AT KCCI

National Database & Registration Authority (NADRA)
has gained international recognition for its success in
providing solutions for identification, e-governance and
secure documents that deliver multi-pronged goals of
facilitating the public. In-depth Research and
Development efforts have enabled NADRA to become
the trailblazer in the area of Software Integration, Data
Warehousing, Network Infrastructure Development and
Project Management.
NADRA Facilitation Centre has been established at
KCCI to facilitate the members of the Karachi Chamber
in matters related to CNIC.
This facilitation centre is authorized for issuing the
NADRA Smart Card to the members of the Karachi
Chamber. KCCI members can submit their NIC
application forms and collect their NADRA Smart Cards
in a hassle free environment without standing in long
queue.
Working hours for the NADRA facilitation centre are
from 10.00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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confident that signing of this
important MoU would result in
enhancing trade ties between the
two countries by bringing the
business
communities
of
Pakistan and United Kingdom
more close to each other.

Commerce Hong Kong (PCCHK) also signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) during TEXPO Pakistan. The MoU,
which was signed by myself and Vice President PCCHK Dr.
Ellen Lau, focuses on exploring the markets in Hong Kong and
providing assistance to increase Pakistan’s exports and further
improving the existing bilateral trade between the two
countries.

I would further like to say a few
words about KCCI’s participation
in TEXPO Pakistan which was
organized recently by the Trade
Development
Authority
of
Pakistan at Karachi Expo Center
where a dedicated pavilion of
Karachi Chamber was established for Business-2-Business
meetings with foreign delegates. During TEXPO Pakistan,
numerous meetings were held with foreign delegates from
Japan, Kuwait, China, Nigeria, Hong Kong, Indonesia and
Spain to seek ways and means of how to enhance trade and
investment ties and look for possibilities of undertaking joint
ventures. The Karachi Chamber and Pakistan Chamber of

Furthermore, numerous meetings were held through the
month with foreign dignitaries and diplomats who visited KCCI
to discuss matters of mutual interest and the details of these
meetings can be seen in the following pages of publication.
In the end, I would like to assure all the members that we, at
the Karachi Chamber, are trying our level-best and working
enthusiastically for the rights of entire Business and Industrial
Community of Karachi, particularly for resolving issues being
faced by small traders of the city.
Sincerely Yours
Younus Muhammad Bashir

KCCI performs Hajj Ballot 2016

اﻃﻼع ﻋﺎم

The Karachi Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (KCCI)’s Hajj-2016 balloting
ceremony was held in which two of
KCCI employees were selected to
perform Hajj this year on KCCI’s
expense.

KCCI Hajj Balloting ceremony was
presided over by President KCCI,
Younus Muhammad Bashir whereas
Senior Vice President KCCI, Zia Ahmed
Khan, Vice President KCCI, Muhammad
Naeem
Sharif,
KCCI
Managing
Committee and staff members were
also present on the occasion.
According to balloting results, Mr.
Waqas Arshad, Data Entry Operator at
KCCI’s Visa Section and Muhammad
Shafiq, Peon at the Karachi Chamber
will be performing Hajj this year.
Congratulating the employees, President KCCI Younus
Muhammad Bashir said that Karachi Chamber has been
regularly sending its employees to the holy land every year
via balloting so that everyone could get the opportunity of
performing this mandatory religious obligation of Hajj. He
added that all expenses during Hajj are borne by the
chamber.
He asked KCCI employees, whose names were disclosed
after the balloting, to remember BMG leadership, KCCI Office
Bearers, colleagues and the entire Muslim Ummah in their
prayers and also pray for the progress and prosperity of
Pakistan.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
(KCCI) would like to inform
that Mr. Nisar Ahmed
Bawani, Supervisor KCCI has
resigned and left the Karachi
Chamber.
In this regard, all concerned
individuals, national and
international
organizations
are informed that Mr. Nisar
Bawani is not part of KCCI anymore in any capacity. He is
solely responsible for all his acts and the Chamber cannot
be held responsible for any of his personal deeds/ deals.

SMH RIZVI

SECRETARY GENERAL
KARACHI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY

KCCI takes possession of property in Clifton
“With completion of all legal formalities and acquisition of
property in Clifton, the dream of having a grand Headquarters
of Karachi Chamber will soon become a reality”, BMG Chairman
said, adding that this building will surely be an invaluable gift
not only for the business & industrial community of Karachi but
also for all the citizens who will be fully assisted in a much
more friendlier and professional environment.
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, in his remarks,
said, “It is a historic day not only for the Businessmen Group
but also for the entire business and industrial community of
Karachi as today, we have all gathered here to complete the
remaining legal formalities and take possession of KCCI’s

property in Clifton.”
He said that under the supervision of Chairman BMG Siraj
Kassam Teli who introduced and effectively implemented the
policy of ‘Public Service’, the Karachi Chamber has transformed
from a bankrupt organization in 1998 to a self-sustainable and
stronger organization which has become a vibrant platform for
raising voice for the entire business and industrial community
of Karachi.
“Businessmen Group’s era will be penned down with golden
words as the Group has been rigorously working 24/7 for the
welfare of entire the Business and Industrial community of
Karachi”, he added.
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